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TilE HFlCT OF I•IE'lllODOLOGY ON TilE SLLF-CONCEP'f Oi' STU!JEI\TS

Abstra.:t of Dissertation
The purpose of this exploratory study ~;as to determine ~:hethc~· tcachet·s using d ther
the traditional-didactic or the experimcntal.-discove:ry method of instruc:U.on si.gnifi'cantly
cffectl'd the scl f-concept, academic self-concept, or the locus eof <;:ontrol ·of their
students. A secondary purpose of the study was to ascertain if a significilnt correlation
exi~.ted bctw<:>cn self~cc.nccpt and locus of ·~ontrol.
Total. s.:lf ~C;)ncept Has rncasured ·by Coopersmith's Self-Estr;,{n\ )nv·.mtory.

·Academic

s·~lf-conccp't \·;as meas,n:cd by usillg ll> items relating to peer .. school .. academic
situatj.on:: wi1ic:h r.OllStituted t"·o subs_c_aJ_e_s_oL_tb_r..__co-O-p-c_J:~-'5-nlLtJt~l-!n..·-en-t-o.--r-}r-~111-f.::-G-!~n'-~a-l'.~c·•~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire was used
to meaSUl'C internal locus of conti'ol. Teachers were categorized as being either tradi··
tioria.l-didactic or experimental-discovery oriented in their instructional methods b:i>;,,d
upon Sorenson's Teacher Training Progrmns Questionnd re as v:ell as the professional
judgment of their principals.
The subjer.:ts 1~ere 168 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students 1..-ith lower--middle and
socio-economic backgrounds. The ethnic and racial composition of the sample:
population reflected the multi-racial character of th<~ southern portion of the city of
Stockton, California. There were 21 subjects in each of the eight cells of the three
way analysis of variance research design.
low•~r-class

The scores fr'om the three measures of self-perception wP-re the dependent va:d?.h.l.e.s
in the i;tudy. Teaching method, sex, and ethnic background 11e:re considcTed a.s bcing
indt'!pendent variables. 11w instructional method used in the classrooms cohsl;:i.tuted the
"t:reatmtmt.. " Th\) subjects 1~e:r.e tested during the first Hl~ek of school and retested
after 18 weeks· of tn~atlT!•Jnt.. The result~· of these tests provided pi:c and post scores
fo~· e<tCll of the tln·ee measures of sclf-·pexception.
Change scores were calc;Jlated from
this d<tta. The normalcy of the distribution of scores was chcd:r:d by ine~.ns of the
Kol.mog:orov-Sroirnov tes·c' for larger samples. All distribution!; 1·:::1:r'~ .normal.
Using an cJ.'c..:::troni.c computer, the datn ~o.·ere suomi tted to a three-way, fov.~t.or:lal,
analysis of v;~Ji.<mce to determine 1~hether either method of instruction was significantly
better than the bthet itt tf'rms of improving self .. concept. or locus of co;ltrol. The data
were also analyzed to consider the interaction effects of the i-ndependent variables of
se:-:· and race.
A Pearson r correlational matrix between prE.-, post, and change s«.:ores
foJ.' evch of the dependent variables was used to determine the cor:..-~lation between the
self--concept measures and locus of contl'ol.
The findings Here: (1) none of the f ratios from the analysis of variance for
any of the dependent variables proved to be statistically significant, at the .OS levl~l;
(2) no support could be found for the effects of the indel:'endent vadables on the
dependent variables; (3) a positive correlation at the .01 level l>as found betwec:n total.
self-concept and locus of control; and (4) a correlation significant at the .OS level
t;as found betwe<!n academic self-concept and locus of control.·
Based upon \:he findings of this study, th~ resear(:her could only conclude, that
neither the trad~tional-di.dactic nor the experimental-discove:cy method of instru.:tion,
P.!:!. se, was a si gnlficant. factor in changing the self-perception of stu<hmts i.ll the
intermediate gro.tles regard-less of sex or race, Th~ implications :nc that teac.hcrs must
do n:ore than use either of these two methods if tlv::y hope. to cnilanc·~ the self .. concepts
of their students. The hi~~h correlation bet~li!en locus of control and self .. concept
would imply that effort spent in developing an inteznal. sense of respon:;ibi.lity, for
both succc~s and failure, lvithin students might well help to enhance their self-concept.
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THE PROBLH1 AND DEFINfTIONS OF

I.

TERt·~S

lr3ED

HJTI{ODUCTION

But even now. where conditions are deranged and somewhat
l!----~-~"~+)-?.rr-&M-c-c~l----,-----s~e~t-t-h3.-t--r-fl-a-R-y~F---i-Fi-8__:_1~~::;-e:1il-S~e-l-v-e-s-e-tJ-t;--e~f-i~f-·r~tH--ti+t.~--e-H-t~l-e-e-~s-t-;e~!;u-r_._6:--------

a conq::mia'!

self-development~

·ing r-esentments are 9ene1~ated

the \'line of 'life turns

bitter~ ;:~nd h~1rry··

·which more or lr:::ss cl'isturb the stability
of the social order. Each man must have his 'T'' ·it is more:! necessary
to him than bread; and if he does not find scope for it within the

ex1st'ing institut'ions he will b(; ,likr;'ly to rna.ke troublt~.l
Though Charles Coo'!e.Y Vtrlced this wa.ndng in

1902~

.just a cursoty

look a.t the proble-ms thut confront tJw f.\mel"ican socia·l otdr;r in

~F~nr~ral

a.nd our· educati ona.-i system ·in· pctrt'icul v.r ~ vri 11 r·ead·ily revei:t'! its

relevance today.

Tra~itionally,

concerned vrlth subject matter
which Cooley,spoke.

our educational system has been chiefly

111ith

1itth~ if any concern

fOY'

the

11

I 11 c;f

Most educatiorwl research and curricu1urn rflanning

have been from an external r-ather than c..n ·internal f_)(rint of vh:'t.J.

has been little regard for

t~e

There

manner in which the learne1· perceives the

1earning situa.tion and its subsequent effect upon the "I 1' .
Jersild 2 has·indicated that a learner perceives, inte~prets,
'.~

~

accepts~ resists~

and rejects what he meets in school in light of his own

self-esteem.

Rogers3 furthet emphasizes this point when he states that

an individual

selecti~ely

learns only those things which he perceives

will enhance the structure of the 11 Self 11 •
The current increase in literature and research in the area of
self percept·ion indicates that there is a growing awareness of, and concern for, making the learning process relevant to the real and perceived
needs of the learners.

Researchers are attempting to understand how the

learner perceives the learning situation from an internal point of view:
what the process does to the

11

1".

In this same realm there is consider-

able current research in the area of self-concept and its relationship to
the academic achievement of students.
studies,

·j nc·l

i

During the past decade sevaral

udi ng those of Coopersmith4 and Brookover5, have demonstra--

1,----

ted that the academic success of students is directly related to their
positive self-concepts.
In h·i s introductory quotation and comments, the researcher has
indicated that: (1) since at least 1902 social psychologists have
stressed the importance of each member of society establishing his 'T'
within the framevJOrk of that society, (2) the individual learns what he
selects to learn according to his perceived needs, (3) curriculum and
3carl R. Rogers, Counsel~ and Psychotherapy, (Boston: Houghton
t4i ffl in Company, 1942), p.-389:
4stanley Coopersmith, The Antecedents of Self-Esteem (San
Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company ,-l967l--:· ·- ---- --·"'Wl 1our _I-'. J~ro_oKo_v_er_, __ Ltle_f{e_LatJonshJp_or__SeJt--Jmages-to-----------Achievement of Junior High School Subjects,'' (U. S. Office of Education
Project No. 845. East Lansing, Michigari, 1960). (Mimeographed.)

I
I!
!_ _ _ _ _ __

I

J

3

instructional methods have traditionally been concerned with the external
aspects of the learning situation, (4) current research is becoming
increasingly aware of the 11 self 11 as it relates to learning, and (5)
research has shown that a significant correlation exists between selfconcept and academic achievement.

From an educationist 1 s point of view

this suggests that research evidence is now needed to determ·i ne if the
various types of instructional methodology commonly used in classrooms
might have different effects on the self-concept and locus of control of
students.
II.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine whether teacher·s
having differing educational expectations and using differing instructional methods had an effect on the self-concept or the locus of
control of students.

The study was designed to explore the thesis that

differing instrUctional methods significantly effect the self-concept
and locus of c6ntrol of students.

Specifically, the investigator has

gathered data for answering the following four major questions:
l.

Is the experimental-discovery method of instruction signifi-cantly better than the traditional-didactic method in terms
of enhancing total self-concept?

2.

Is the experimental-discovery method of instruction significantly better than the traditional-didactic method in
terms of enhancing academic self-concept?
~-----

,_______~____,__,._._s___e_exp_er_lmenlaJ..._dJscover_y_method __of-inst!"uction-s-ign-i-Li - - - cantly better than the tr~ditional-didactic method in terms
of increasing intellectual ach·ievement responsibility ("locus
of contra l ) '?
i

------

._!

4

4.

~i gni fi

Is there a direct correlation between self-concept and locus
of control?

cance of _!he StL!__c!.l'_
Current research findings bear out the significance of the pre-

cepts advanced by William James, Charles Cooley and George Mead who are
generally considered pioneers in this field of self-perception.
Coopersmith states that "their formulations remain among the most cogent
on the topic."6 The timeliness of such research is emphasized by
Hamachek when he states in the preface of his text of selected readings
that:
As a theoretical construct, the self has ebbed and flowed
with th~ currents of philosophical and psychological pondering
since the seventeenth century when Descartes first discussed
the 11 COgito 11 , or self, as a thinking substance .. , . At the
turn of the twentieth century, the self occupied a prominent
place in psychological writings. However, as the tides of
behaviorism swept the shores of psychological thinking during
the first forty years of the century, the self an but
disappeared as a theoretical construct of any stature ..
Indeed, it would not be incorrect to observe that as a
psychological construct of legitimate standing, the self is
. enjoying a belated, but enthusiastic, curtain call .7
This study therefore is one of importance for the fo ll ml/i ng
reasons:
l.

It is timely in that there is currently an increasing
concern for making education relevant to the needs of
a 11 students.

2.

This study hopefully adds to knowledge in an area which is

. 27.

7oon E. Hamachek, The ~-~li _in_ Q_rowth_, Tea_~b~ an~l_ Learni!l.g_
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. v.

5

basic to the ~elution of current social unrest that has used
the schools as its arena of conflict.
3.

Insofar as this researcher was able to determines to date
there has been little or no investigation made relating
teaching m~thods of teachers to the self-concepts of the
students they teach. Hopefully this research will make a
contribution to the scarcity of material available ·in this
area.

4.

Em irical evidence indicatin a positive correlation between
instructional methodology and its effect upon either the selfconcept, the locus of control, or both, would have both
theoretical and practical implications for instructional
planning.

5.

The ultimate benefit from evidence indicating a positive
relationship between instructional method and self-perception
would be the restructuring of teacher education in light of
the findings.

6.

This study may serve as a basis for establishing a correlation
between the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory scale and the
Crandall, Katkovsky, Crandall Intellectual Responsibility
scale; a correlation between self-concept and locus of
control.

Perhaps the importance of this study is best synthesized by
Gordon when he states that 11 0nly insofar as teachers are able to understand how the child perceives himself, his school, his peers, and his
family are they able to understand him and design learning situations
which enable him to grow arid develop. 11 8
III.

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

It was the purpose of this study to collect from a selected
variety of classrooms in the Stockton Unified School District which were
------- -----

'

8Ira J. Gordon, 11 0bserving From a Perceptual Viewpo-int, 11 Journal
of I_easher_ Education, (September, 1959), p. 280.
-~--·--

j

6

readily available to the investigator, empirical data relating to the
self~concept

and locus of control of students in a

pre~test

post-test

research design. · This data was then tested for existing correlations
with the various categories of instructional methods and educational
objectives of the teachers to determine if significant relationships
mi ht be found.
In this study the investigator was concerned primarily with:
(1) discovering if there might be a direct relationship between the
method of instruction used in the classroom and its effect on either the
total self-concept or the academic self-concept of the students, or both;
and (2) determining if there might be a measurable direct relationship
between the method of instruction used in the classroom and its effect on
the locus of control of the students.
Secondarily, the researcher was concerned with determining

by

a

statistical analysis of the data if a direct relationship might be established between locus of control as it relates to academic achievement and
the self-concept of students.
Other areas of investigation were:
1.

To determine if students from differing ethnic backgrounds
were affected in different ways by the various instructional
situations.

2.

To determine whether boys or girls are most affected by the
various instructional situations.

In order to gather the necessary data, consideration was given to
var
success.

, which were deemed to be essential to the investigation•s
These were:

7

l.

The selection of schools within the Stockton Unified School
District whose population would reflect a cross section of the
varied ethnic groups that comprise the population of the City
of Stockton.

2.

Determining the most appropriate grade levels for use in the
study.

3.

Establishing evaluative criteria for selecting and a method
for the classification or categorization of the teachers.

4.

Identifying and selecting appropriate instruments for
measuring the self-concept and locus of control of the
students.

5.

Applying appropriate statistical procedures for the analysis
of the data collected.
·

Selection of Schools
Determining the schools to be used in the study was essentially a
mechanical operatic~.

Data provided by the Superintendent of Schools of

the Stockton Unified School District9 indicated that the population of
the Stockton schools was racially and ethnically divided. (with figures
rounded off to the nearest whole percent) as follows:
Spanish surname
Other white
Negro
Others (Including Orientals,
American Indian and
other non-white)

21%
57%
14%

8%
100%

Statistically the data indicated that approximately one half of the
student population of the Stockton Unified School district would be

+-------~-.9.SteG-k.:_ten-!Jni-f-ied-S&h0ol-8-is-tr-ie-t.-RepOl~t,

December 2, 1968.
(Mimeographed.)

Stockton:

Rev-i-S"ed-Rae-i-a-1-and-E-t-ho-ie----

Office of Superintendent.

8

classed as being white (57%); with those having Spanish surnames,
Negroes and other non-whites constituting the other half·(43%) of the
population.

For statistical reasons then, in the research design of this

study the students were divided into two general categories, white and
non-·wh i te.

having representative ethnically mixed student bodies in the southern
portion of the city.

This 11 south of town area" is a rather severely eco-

nomically and culturally disadvantaged area.

It has been designated as a

"target area 11 by both the federal and state governmental agencies. As a
result, there are several federal and state financed compensatory education programs in progress in the schools in this section of the city ..
Unfortunately, the same factors that create the 11 disadvantaged"
area of Stockton also tend to limft the social stratification of the
populace in the area.

Using Hollingihead 1 s Two-Factor Index of Social

PositionlO as a basis, it would appear that the vast majority of the
families in this area would be in the upper lower and lower lower social·
strata.

While the homogeneous socio-economic stratification of this

"disadvantaged 11 area was a limiting factor in the present research, the
educational problems of this particular area were of great enough concern
as to warrant the study.

The results of this research should be particu-

larly useful in planning educational programs for these particular schools.

.
10August B. Hollingshead, Two Factor Index of Social Position,
(New Haven, Connecticut: Private-rfinting~ 1957).--

9

Selecting Grade Levels
Selecting the most appropriate grade levels for subjects for the
study led the investigator to the research findings and the opinions of
authorities in this field.

It was found by Perkinsll and Andersonl2

that the earlier in the grades that effort is concentr~ted toward the
se f-concept, the greater
in the modification.

will~Bethe

degree ot success

Both researchers found that the self-concept be-

comes increasingly more set and rigid as students reach adolescence.

For

purposes of the.current study then, it seemed desirable to use the youngest possible subjects who were at the same time mature enough to respond
to a written questionnaire in a group situation.
· Sears and Shermanl3 and Coopersmithl4 selected fifth and sixth
grade students as subjects for their comprehensive longitudinal studies
of self-esteem.

Coopersmith asserts that:

By this age (10 to 12), the individual appears to have
sufficient experience and ability to think abstractly, so
that he can make general assessments of his powers . . . .
These children are sufficiently advanced in their academic
activities to have an idea of their relative competence.

llHugh V. Perkins, 11 Changing Perceptions of Self, 11 The Self in
?rovJth, Jea<;:J1ing_, and_ Learning_, Don E. Hamachek, editor (EnglewoodCliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), pp. 449-53.
12camilla A. Anderson, 11 The Self-Image: A Theory of the Dynamics
of Behavior, 11 Ib_~_ Self_ in_ fu'::.2!'l'th, Teachi_Q_g_, anq !:._~.!r.:&_n__g_, Don E. Hamachek,
editor (Englewood Clifts, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), pp. l-13.
l3Pauline Sears and Vivian S. Sher~an~ In Pursuit of Self-

•----~E-stee!)_l_--B@-lmont-,~Ca-1-i-"totn-ia-:-Wadswol"-th-Pub-l-ish-ing-:-Compa-ny~~~~g~-~.-·

14coopersmi th,

QQ.·

_c:j_!_.

-

---
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They also have had sufficient exposure to competitive
standards and achievement that academic performance would
probably be reflected in their self-esteem.l5
.
In research on locus of control conducted at the Fels Research
Institute, by Crandall, Katkovsky and Crandalll6 subjects ranged from
grade three through high school.

These researchers found that many

subjects below the sixth grade could not read well enough to take the
test in written form.

Therefore, they used oral presentations of their

questionnaire to children below the sixth grade level.
On the basis of this evidence and opinion, the researcher selected
the fourth, fifth and sixth grades as potential subjects for the current
project.

Because of the generally poor reading ability of the students

in the ·South Stockton schools it was decided in consultation with the
various teachers involved, that the most valid results would likely be
obtained if the questionnaires were presented orally to each class.

In

addition, during the testing period a copy of the questionnaire should
be distributed to each student for reference purposes.
Teacher Selection and

Categoriz?tio~

In the matter of teacher selection and

chara~teristic

classroom

behavior, Seibell7 points out that studies in this area have saturated

15Ibid., p. 8.
16Virginia Crandall, Walter Katkovsky, and Vaughn Crandall,
Children 1 s Beliefs in Their Own Control of Reinforcements in Intellec-tual-Academic Achievement Situatio~s 11 Child Develo ment 36:91-108
11

•----Ma~ch,-1-965-.

-----===--·--

17oean W. Seibel, 11 Predicting the Classroom Behavior of Teachers,il
The Jou.!:._nal of Experimental_ Education, 36:26-32, Fan, 1967.
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the literature over the past twenty-five years.
bibliographies of over 1,000 such studies.

He cites annotated

Sorensonl8 indicates that

studies by Ryansl9 and Turner and Fattu20 are among the most recent and
comprehensive studies done in this area.

Using data and conclusions

from these two studies coupled with his own research projects in teacher
education done in conjunction with Husek and Yu21 at U.C.L.A., Sorenson22
set forth
teachers.

~

theoretical six celled framework for the categorization of
This framework in conjunction with a questionnaire developed

by Dr. Sorenson served as the basis for categorizing the teachers partieipating in this study.
Procedure
Once the issue of schools, grade levels and categories of teachers
for the study was determined individual conferences were held with the
Superintendent of Schools and principals of several schools in the south
18A. Garth Sorenson, 11 An Exploration of Teacher Role Expecta~·
tions, West_~n_ Re..9i9nal Conference ill Testing Problems (Princeton~
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1964), pp. 21-34.
11

19David G. Ryans, Characteristics of Teachers (Washington, D.C.:
American Counci 1 on Education, 1960).
20Richard L. Turner and Nicholas A. Fattu, 11 Skills in Teaching:
A Reappraisal
of the Concepts and Strategies in Teacher Effectiveness
Research, 11 Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University,
May, 1960.
----21A. Garth Sorenson, T. R. Husek and Constance Yu, 11 Divergent
Concepts of Teacher Role: An Approach to the Measurement of Teacher
Effectiveness, Journal of Educational fjycholo_g.l, 54:287-94
I-----Decembe-r--,-1-963.------------------------------------------- ------ ---11

22sorenson,

QQ_.

cit., p. 25.
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Stockton area, to secure their cooperation and permission to conduct the
research project.

The principals were most cooperative in welcoming the

study and the Superintendent of Schools offered the services of their
data processing equipment for the required statistical analysis.
Each principal was asked, within the established criteria, to
-lf-------"s=ug_ges t the name of one or

two~e~a_c_b_e_r_s_b~e_w~o_U_l_d__r_e_c_omm_en.d__a_s_b_ejJJg_w_U

ing and cooperative participants in this research project.

-'--'-=---------------

The princi-

pals were further asked to use Sorenson•s six celled framework to subjectively categorize the teachers they suggested as possible participants in
the proposed study.

It was from this list that the classes which would
'

serve as the subjects for the study were selected. ,
In selecting appropriate instruments for measuring self-concept
and locus of control, the researcher again turned to experts in the
field.

To gain a compiehensive background in this

of the literature was made.

It included the

work~

field~

a wide review

of many authorities.

Included among those works which dealt specifically with self-concept
were those of Anderson,23 Combs,24 Cooley,25 Coopersmith,26 Gordon,27

23Anderson, QQ. cit.
24Arthur W. Combs, Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming_: A Ne\11 Focus
for Education. 1962 Yearbook. (Washington: Association for- Supervisfon
and Curriculum Development, 1962).
25cooley, QQ. ~it.
26Coopersmith, QQ· cit.
•--------?o-7~I-ra----d-. crordon-,--~HumaQ_-Deve-l~ment:~~from-Birth-lhrou_g_tr--A-do-1-es

cence

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962).
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Hamachek,28 Jersild,29 McCandless,30 Mead,31 Sears and Sherman,32 and
Wylie.33 The studies·o,t Battle and Rotter,34 Bialer,35 Crandall,
Katkovsky and Crandall ,36 Lefcourt,37 and fvlcGhee and Crandall38 sGrved as
the major sources of background data relative to locus of control.

The

investigator found the research done by Wylie39 most helpful in synthe1-----~c::Jzing___the___p.ertj_n_en_t_j_i_:t_e_r_a_t_u_r·_e_d_e_a]j

nq with self-concept.

Her study

~---------

also reports on approximately one hundred instruments for assessing

28Hamachek, _QQ. cit_.
29Jersild, _QQ. ·cit_.
30Boyd R. ~1cCandless, Ch.ildren and /\dolescence: Behavior and
Devel opmeJJ! (New York: Holt, Ri nehartand-· Wi nst~-961-r:------31George H. Mead, Mind, Self and Sociell (Chicago; University of
Chicago Press, 1934).
.
32sears and Sherman, _QQ. ~it.
33Ruth C. Wylie, The Self Conce_p!: !:__Critical_ Survey_ of Pertinent_
Research Literature (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska:
Dniversfty of Nebraska Press, 1961).
34Esther S. Battle and J. B. Rotter, 11 Children's Feelings of
Personal Control as Related to Social Class and Ethnic Group, 11 ~Journal
of Personalitt, 31:482-90, December, 1963.
35Irv Bialer, 11 Conceptualization of Success and Failure in Mentally
Retarded and Normal Children,'' Journal of Personal_i.!,y_, 1961, 29:303-20.
36crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall, _QQ. cit.
37Herbert M. Lefcourt, 11 lnternal versus External Control of Reinforcement: A Review, 11 Psychological Bulletin, 1965, 65:206-20.
38paul E. t~cGhee and Virginia C. Crandall, 11 Beliefs in Internal11
-r-----tN~+I-G-1-l<rY+J-~..+U-1--.-W-~:~~info.rcemen t s and Acad em i c Pe rfo rma nce ,
Chi ld
Deve~l-crpn]~:!!10 9 :·9-l=lO 2-;-t~ arch-,19 68-;
----39wyl; e, Sl.£.· cit.
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· self-concept.

After a thorough study of the material available, the

writer selected the ·Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory40 (SEI) as the instrument best suited for measuring the self-concept of the students in
1

this study.

The self-concept is measured holistically for an over-all

self-concept rating with four sub-test scores, in the area of peers,
!------~Parents,

school, and self.

The sub-test for school-academic concept was

used as the measure of academic self-concept in the current investigation.
To·measure the locus of control of the students the researcher
selected a 34-item Intellectual Achievement Responsibility (IAR) questionnaire developed by Crandall, 'Katkovsky, and Crandall ,41
After having (l) selected the subjects, (2) determined the means
for categorizing the teachers, and (3) assessed the self-perception data,
it was possible for the researcher to gather his initial data.

The same

questionnaires used in the pre-test were again administered to the
subjects at mid-year in the post-test design.
A three-way, factorial, parametric analysis of variance was done
for each of the three seti of scores thus collected.

A Pearson product-

moment correlation (Pearson r) was done between the locus of control and
the total self-concept scores to determine if a significant relationship
exists between the two.

40Coopersmith, Q£. cit., p. 265-6.
41crandall Katkovsk
r------------------------------

&Crandall Q[~·~c~i~t~·-------------------------------·-----·
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IV. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The study was based upon several assumptions and limitations.
These were as follows:

1. That the instruments selected for measuring self-concept
and locus of control do indeed measure what they purport
to measure.
2.

That the instrument devised by Sorenson would adequately
differentiate the teachers re ·1 a ti ve to their 1ong range
educational objectives.

3.

That the subjective professional evaluations of several
administrators would adequately differentiate the teachers
relative to the method of instruction used in the classroom;

4.

That the principal 1 S over-all evaluation of the teachers
as being rated as 11 good 11 would suffice as an adequate
description of the general ability of the teacher.

5.

That the teachers would not substantially change their
method of instruction due to their participation in a
research project.

6.

That this study was not concerned with academic achievement
se_. It was assumed that the student 1 s genera 1 rate of
academic growth would remain constant.

~

7.

8.

That the total mileau of environmental condi~ions and
influences upon the subjects outside of the classroom
situation would remain stationary and not materially change
the self-concept or locus of control of the subjects.
That the authorities cited for definitions were adequate
as bein~ responsible experts:

•---·--b-imi-ta-t-iGns---The limitations upon which this study was based were these:

L_
I
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1.

Those set by specification that the age range would be
limited to those students in grades 4, 5 or 6 in the
classes selected for study.

2.

Those inherent in the nature and scope of the various
instruments used for measuring the self-concept and
locus of control of the students.

3.

Those inherent in the nature and scope of the means used in
classifying and categorizing the teachers involved in the
~~-----------------s~t~u~dY~·----------------~--------------------------------------------4.

Those inherent differences existing between the manner in
which a student or teacher responds to a questionnaire,
how they see themselves, and how they behave.

5.

Those inherent in any attempt to classify or categorize a
multivariate population into two basic categoriess white and
non-white.

6.

Those inherent in any study which limits itself to a
specific segment of the total population such as the
low socio-economic status of the populac~ of the geographic
area selected for the pres~nt study.

7.

Those affected by any unintentional bias the researcher
might communicate to the students in his reading of the
items of the questionnaire during the testing sessions.

8.

Those inherent in any study limited to a phenomenological
-con~ci6us or perceived- study of behavior or self-concept.
Unconscious or sub-conscious psychological factors were not
exp 1ored or cons i det~ed s i nee they are not perceived by the
subjects.

V.. DEFINITION OF.TERMS.
1----

The major terms and concepts used throughout this study are defined in two general categories, namely self-perception and teacher
ca tegori za ti on.
•--------~e-1-f-Pe PGe_pt-i on-1'erms:------

Many researchers in the study of 11 Self 11 have attempted to define

--------
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differing aspects of the phenomenological self in different ways.

One

finds such terms as self-concept, self-esteem, self-responsibility, selfimage, mirror·-self, and reflected-self to name but a few.
study states that

11

-

----

\1Jylie42 ·in her~

the words self--concept have come into common use to

refer to the self as an individual who is known to himseif as indicated

.

{'

n----------'li-n-E-n-§-l-i-s-h-a-tl-Ei-E-tl-§-l-i--s-h~-9-5-&.---!!--l=-ll-e-El-e-f-i-FFi-t-i-e-R_:_F-r-em-E-r-1-§--1-i-s-A-a-A-9-~r:t-g-l-i--S-~---------

is used throughout this study.

They define self-concept as:

A person 1 s view of himself; the fullest descript·ion of

himself of which a person is capable at any given time.
Emphasis is upon the person as object of his own self-knowledge
with his fe~ling about what he conceives himself to be is
usually includect.43
This

~efinition

is basic to the concepts presented in the present study.

Specifically the terms used are defined as follows:
1.

Aca_cf_~ni.f_ _?_~f-_~OYJ.~~t:
perception of ~elt as

This term indicates the same kind
indicated in the total self-concept
defined by English and English but is limited in scope to
school and academic situations.

2.· Locus of contra·!:

During the past decade considerable research-·hasbeen-done in the field of personal beliefs as
they relate to internal versus external control of
influences that determine the outcome of situations. In
relating this concept to academic achievement~ McGhee and
Crandall44 define locus of control as the degree to which
the child perceives that he, rather than someone or something else, causes his successes and his failures in
academic situations.

3.

~~lf-co.D._~~l=

This term includes the tota·l self-concept
of the subject as defined above by English and English.

42Wylie,

QP_.

cit., p. 1.

-43 n-.B~-E ng1Tsl1ana-Ava·-E ngrisH; ~~-~ol~pren-eris~LVe Di cn _'2.l~.!:.Y..-.[f_
Ps,Ychol_g~g_i c~ a~ f.?ychoa~_t·i ~~ Tern~ (N.Y.: Longmans, Green, 1958).

44McGhee and Cranda 11 , QP_. ci !_. , p. 91.

j
_-j
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Teacher Categorization Terms
The terms used for the categorization of teachers as to their
educational expectations and instructional methods as used in the current
study were defined by Sorenson45 as follows:
1.

~~_Rerimenta 1-Di scove_r:y

2.

Social Norm~ Oriented f~ectatLo~: The teacher is concerned
primarily with development of responsible citizenship. To
him schools serve primarily as transmitters of culture and its
valu~s to the youth.

3.

Subject Oriented Expectations: The goal of education would
imply that knowing the subject matter is an end in itself.

4.

St~de_Q_t_ _Q_~ien~_g_ Exp_ectations_:
The teacher never regards the
subject as an end in itself but only as a means or vehicle to
the end of developing the student as an individual.

5.

Traditional-Didactic Method: The teacher tells the students
what the tru~h is; presents to the student the content which
is to be learned.

Method: The teacher· 1eads the youngsters to explore, analyze, and examine in order.to arrive
+----------~rt-the con~cepts and general i za t~i~tha t cons t~nut--e-thl>oe.,.------'-----------discipline being taught.
;'

VI.

SUMMARY

The first chapter of this report has given an introduction to the
dissertation, stated the problem, outlined the significance of the study,
stated the hypotheses, outlined the assumptions and limitations upon
which the research was based, and has defined the important terms and
concepts used in the study.
Four additional chapters complete .the remainder of the report.

45sorenson, QQ. cit., pp. 24-5.
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They are:

(1)

Chapter II:

Review of Literature Related to the Study,

(2)

Chapter III:

The Design and Procedure of the Study,

IV:

Analysis of the Data, and (4)

Chapter V:

(3)

Chapter

Summary and Conclusions.

CHAPTER Il
REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO THIS STUDY
The· literature pertinent to this study has been reviewed in three
specific areas:

(1) that dealing with self-concept, including its

-n--~~~-bLsi.o_r.y_aJJd_r_es_e.3J~cb_iJLtbe_fj_eJ_d_as_i_t_)"_e_la_t_es___t_a_a_c_a_d_em_i_c_s_u_c_c_e_s_s_,_( 2),~~~~~~~-

that which relates to locus of control from similar points of view, and
(3) the research availabl~ relative to the classification or categoriza-

tion of teachers.

Each of these areas will be discussed separately.
I, -SELF-CONCEPT

The literature relating to self-concept will be discussed under
six general headings.

These deal with (1) a brief historical overview of

the development of theories relating to self-concept and a formalization
of the construct, (2) a brief resume of the developmental stages involved
in the process of self-concept formation, (3) significant others, (40 the
relationship of self-concept to learning from both theoretical and/
empirical points of view, (5) differences which might be attributable to
differing social or ethnic backgrounds, and, (6) differences which might
be related to the sex of the subjects.

Earlies!__PioQ_~Q~·

, As a philosophical concept one might readily

tra-ce-th_e_c_mrce-rn-----f~m"-i-d-entHy--mTd--re-1-a:ti

yond the beginnings of recorded history.

ons-hi_p_s-of -se-1 f-tu--so-c;-ety--b-e-,~~
Certainly in the Idealism of

__ j _ _~
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Emmanuel Kant; his pondering the question of how the mind acquires knowledge and in his theories of how and why a mind selects that which it
will learn, one can readily see the genesis of the idea of self-concept
and its relationship to the learning process.
historians and

~ocial

However, educational

psychologists generally credit William James as

Jr-----'b""ei ng the oi oneer in this 1i ne of thoug""h'-"'t_._.--------~-----------In reviewing the histor-ical aspect of self-concept the researcher
found that there was considerable interest·in the self as an object of
study among the earliest American psychologists.

Wyliel and Coopersmith2

indicate that William James in the 1890's accorded self ~erception an
important place in his psychological thinking.

Newcomb, Turner, and

Converse3 and McDavid and Harari4 refer to William James and Charles

I

Cooley as being pioneers in this field and state that James should be
credited with perhaps the earliest definition of self-concept as an object of study.

McDavid and Harari 5 go on to credit Charles Coo1 ey vJi th

the genesis of the interelationist theory; that the individuals exper·lences in his social environment effect the emergence of his conception

1Wy 1i e s 2.2.. cit . , p . 1 .

2coopersmi th, _g_p_. ~Lt· , p. 29.
3Theodore Newcomb, Ralph Turner~ and Philip Converse, Social
Psycho..lQ.gy_: Jh§. S!udy_ of_ Hur~!_9_Q_ Interaction (New York: Holt R·ineT1arT and
. Winston, l965L p. 142.'
4

'

d

rbert Harari

Social Ps cholo ': Ind·i·;iduals,

•-----.~roup.?_~nd-s-oc-i-~~;e~. (-Ne\'/-YfJrk-:--Harper-and~RGw-,-l-9Gi'3i--;=f';:::_2-"i0. ·~------

51bidq p. 11.

I

'·
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of self.

Cooley's theory profoundly influenced the thinking and work of

George ~~ead.

In describing the development of self-concept, r~ead6 em-

phasizes the inextr·icable interdependence of the
"social order. 11

11

individual 11 and the

He stresses that the two must be considered together as

a single unit not as separate entities; that each affects and is affected
by the other.

McDavid and Harari state that 11 Cooley (1902) and

~~lead

(1934) were among the first to suggest that the self-concept arises out
of one 1 s interactions with other·s.

They suggested that one a chi eves n

concept of himself by assuming the role of another person, stepping in

.

his shoes~ so to speak, to have a look back at oneself. 11 7
Later 1eader·s.

The continued general acceptance of this theory of

interaction between individual and society ·is further indicated by
Br-ookover, Thomas, and Paterson when they state that

11

the

intera.ction-i~t

theories of self and role performance based on the work of G. H. Mead and
C. H. Cooley have been increasingly accepted ·in social psychology . . . . 11 8
In 1963, Kinch9 presented a formalized statement of this interact1onist
theory of self-concept in the form of a mathematical model, much like the

-------~----·-····-···--·

6George H. Head, titr_~Q., :?_~.If_) ~d ~oci~ (Chicago: The Univel~~;-ity
of Chicago Press, 1934), pas__?if!l_.
?McDavid and Hatari,

_QJ?_.

_cit., p. 223.

Bsrookover, Thomas, and Paterson, 22.· ci_.!_., p. 271.

i

.j--I
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Ct)nnectionist theory of HulllO and the statistical model of Estes.ll He
warns, however, that his model cannot be as rigid as most mathematical
models and that it must be tempered with common sense if it is to be
functional.
During the second, third, and fourth decades of the twentieth
century, the dominant behavioristic and functionalistic schools of
psychology paid little heed to constructs concerning the self and accordingly little if any research was done in this area .. However, during the .
latter par·t of the 1940's and in the 1950's, Hyliel2 in her comprehensive
survey of pertinent literature reports that considerable writing began to
appear on the subject.

She states:

American psychologists who were beginning to work in clinical
areas found behavioristic models too limHed to account for the
phenornEma they \'Jere observing, and they were ready to entertain
psychoanalytic ideas, particularly of the revised variety .
. • . throughout this period the.functionalists never gave up
introspective methods, and the Gestalt psychologists injected
their phenomenological methods and theories into the stream of
genera·! psychology . . . . All of these facts implied the
possibHity of fusing general psychological theories of cognition
and motivation with the psychoanalytic or psychodynamic theories
originating in the clinic. And so we find that all theories of
personality which have been put forth within the last two
decades assign importance to a phenomenal and/or non-phenomenal
self concept with cognitive and motivational attributes.l3

lOw; nifred Hi 11, Learning_: [l ~urvey of psychol ogi ca 1 l!!_terpre:..ta-_
tions (San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1963j,pp. 129-39.

lllbid.' pp. 167-82.
• - - - - - - - · · · Wy-l~is,-.QQ_-.--c;.i-~-.,-p-.--2-.---

13Ibid.
'·----
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Summary.. In this brief historical sketch, the writer has traced
the development of self-concept as a formal subject of study from its
genesis as a general philosophical musing to Kinch•s mathematical model.14
The literature indicated that during the past several decades there has
been an increased interest in and acceptance of phenomenological

percep~

tion as a function of behavior.
Self-Concept as a Function of Behavior
In his review of the literature, the writer found considerable
evidence supporting acceptance of the theory that self-perception is a
function of behavior.
11

Rogers in analyzing this relationship stated that

behavior is consistent wHh the organized hypotheses and concepts of the

self-structure ... 15 This same relationship is delineated by Anderson when
she concluded in her study that:
The structure of the self-image determines the day-by-day
and moment-by-moment behavior. Decisions, choices, activities,
and reactions are all determined in such a fashion as will best
reta·i n the image intact. . . 16
Similarly, Bledsoe and Garrison in their

Coo~erative

Research

Project stated:
Each individual lives in a private world of experience. If an
outsider is· to understand the behavior of another i ndi vi dua 1 , he
must be aware of the value structure of the self-concept of that
individual.!?

_________ ___
_;,..

"l4Kinch,

2.2_.

cit.

15car1 R. Rogers,

r6 Anderson,

QQ.·

2.2_.

£it., p. 191.

cit_., p. 9.

17 Joseph C. Bledsoe and Karl C. Garrison, Ib~. 5_e lf-fon_~:.~.P_!.~. 2i
j..Q_ Relat_i!:Jn. t~ Their ~~ade@_i_c ~~~b.}~vem?J}!_,

Eleme~tary_ ~C~2.9J. Childr~!!_
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Perhaps the general acceptance of the theory that self-perception is best
synthesized by Wylie when she states that 11 as is well knovm . . . one cannot understand and predict human behavior without knowledge of the subject's conscious perceptions of his environment, and of his self as he
sees it in relation to the environment.ul8 Thus it appears to be gener,~~~~-a-1-1~\L__accepJ-e_d_Lbat_the_manner

in which a person behaves is consistent

with the structure of his perceptual field at the time of his action;
that

se1f-~erception

is indeed a function of behavior.

_Deve 1opment of the Se lf-·Concept
Evidence indicates that a child is not born with a concept of himself as a being. · Jersild states:
The child begins life as though he were part of his mother's
body. For some time after birth he continues to be helpless
and dependent. Very soon, however, he is active and trying out
his capacities. . . . In time, he explores the boundaries of his
person and his environment.19
Bleds9e and Garrison20 enlarge upon this idea in their discussion
of self-concept formation.

Theysay that a child first begins to form a

concept of self when it realizes that there are other beings in the world
who respond to his cries and care for his needs.

These initial concepts

Intelli9_~nce, ~tere~-~. and Manifest A~~j_~tl· United States Office of
Education Cooperative Research Project No. 1008 (Washington: Department
of Health, Edutation, and Welfare, 1962).

18Hy 1i e , QQ.. cit . , p . 6.
19
'ld Child Ps cholo
Pren ti-ce=H a-l-1-,-I-nc~l9 68-)-, p-;--l-ll--.------- ----20sledsoe and Garrison, .92.· ~it_., pp. 13-14.

N.J.:
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of self in relationship to the world about him are formed within the
family circle.

The manner in which these earliest needs are met, how the

family responds to his behavior, pretty we 11 sets the foundation for
self-concept.

If his needs are readily met and the child is made to feel

that the world is a good place, chances are that he will think that he
also is a oood or worthwhile person and tend to develop positive self

..

concepts.

If, on the other hand, the child is not well cared for and

suffers long periods of discomfort in spite of his cries of protest, the
.~---

chances are good that he will develop rather negative feelings of worth,
and will begin to feel that he has very little control over things.
Anderso'n states that "in the development of self image the first
"21

year of life is the most important.

This conclusion is in

agreement with the findings Shoben22 reports from his clinical and experimental studies.

He stresses that the family has a tremendous influence

on the child; an influence that persists throughout the life span of the
individual.

He suggests that the child's first impression of himself is

a reflection of his parents' idea of him.

This image, that is reflected·

from people who are significant to the child, is significantly related to
the general adjustment of the child.

These foundations of self concep-

tion are \'/ell established early in life.
Similarly, Gordon in discussing the emergence of "I" in three-

21Anderson o

. 7.

22E. J. Shoben, Jr., "Toward a Concept of the Norma 1 Persona 1ity,"
American f~hologist, Vol. 12, (1957), pp. 183-89.

-:
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year-old children states that 11 how the child sees himself - in spite of
crudities, its lack of sophistication, its gaps and distortions - becomes,
by the third year of life, a potent factor in influencing what he will
become as a person. 11 23
Summary.

There is a considerable amount of evidence in the lHet-

new--born infant.

There seems to be a general agreement among the author-

ities that self-concept is developed as a facet of the maturation process
of children.

This developmental process begins very early in life and is

a significant factor in shaping the kind of person one becomes.
Significant

Othe~~

The researcher noted that many of the stu9ies reviewed stressed
the role of 11 Significant others 11 as being vital to the development of a
self-concept.

An exploration of this facet seemed pertinent to this

study.
The important. role that 11 Significant others 11 play is stressed by
Anderson when she states that;
Without significant people, or without their pressures and
assumptions and attitudes to cause the self-image to be formed
and have content, the growing child, and later the adult would
have nothing to measure up to, to rebel against, or to stop him.
He would have no compass and no landmarks to· help him chart his
course.24

23Ira J. Gordon, Human Developm~!.!_!_: from ~irth Throu_gb_ .f.dol~_t-----~@~~--N@w-l'm~k-:-Ha~p@r-and-B~others,-

24Anderson, op. cit., p. 9.
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These "significant others" are identified by Anderson as being:
. . . those pefsons who are important or have significance to
the child by reason of his sensing their ability to allay
insecurity or to intensify it -- to increase or to decrease his
sense of helQlessness, to promote or to diminish his sense of
we 11 be·i ng. 25
Anderson~26

Shoben,27 and Bledsoe and Garrison28 have all indicated

that the fami"ly constitutes the most important "significant others" in
the earliest years of self-concept formation.

These same authorities

also agree that teachers are generally the first source from outside the
family that effect the seH-concept formation of children.
researchers are of this same opinion.
Remy~30

Many other

Studies by Ausubel,29 Jourard and

and Smith and Brahce31 support the contention that teachers are

significantly involved in self-concept development.

Brookover~

Thomas,

and Pater·son attempted to more specifically identify "significant others"
as they relate to school-aged children.

As a part qf their research pro-

ject they asked the following two open-ended questions of 1"10 seventhgrade

students~

251bid., p. 6.
26Ibid.
27 Shoben, 2.2.. cit.
28Bledsoe and Garrison, 2.2.· cit.
290. P. Ausubel, et al., "Perceived Parental Attitudes as Determinants of Ch·ildren•s EgoStructure," _Chilcj_ Dev~QQ!!Jen_!, Vol. 24, (1954),.
pp. 173-83.

Se 1f, ana Secun ty, '!-JourThil of-Cons-uTffng-PsycnoTogi;-Vor:-rg--(T95S)1- , - - pp. 364-66.
31Mildred B. Smith and Carl I. Brahce, "When School and f·lome Focus on
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1.

List the people who you feel are important in your life.

2.

List the people who you feel are concerned about how well you
do in school.

They found that (1) all students mentioned at least one parent as
a "significant other," (2) approximately 90% mentioned a teacher as being

someone concerned about their achievement, and (3) peers were mentioned
as "significant others 11 by less than half of the group. 11 32

Because of

the relatively small and perhaps not a representative sampling used in
the initial research, this portion of the project was replicated a year
later by the same research team with a larger (N=l482) sampling of students.

This replication yielded virtually the same results as reported

in the initial ·study.33
Based upon their extensive research in this area, Bledsoe and
Garrison34 indicate that the role of the teacher is most important in its
effect upon the pupil

1

S

perceptual field and in helping the student struc-

ture his future perceptual field.
In further exploring th·is concept of interaction with "significant

Achievement," I,he Self_ j_Q §_r_owlb_, }eachi.D_.q:, and t~~rni ng_, Don E.
Hamachek, editor (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965),
pp. 501-7.
.
32Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson,

QP_·

cit., p. 276.

33Ibid.
34Bledsoe and Garrison, Q£. cit., pp. 168-70.
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others,'' Davidson and Lang35 attempted to determine if students perceive
the feelings their teachers have for them.

Using 203 fourth-, fifth-, and

sixth-grade students as subjects, they presented each student with a check
1ist of names.
themselves.

The students were then instructed to use these in rating

They were then asked to rate themselves as they thought they

would be rated by their teachers.

The students were also rated by their

teachers for achievement and behavioral characteristics.

The researchers

·found that the children's perceptions of their teacher's feelings toward
them correlated positively and significantly with self perceptions and
achievement.
Bledsoe and Garrison conclude that these perceptions furnish the
material out of which the self concept is developed; that the pupil's
self-concept is an outgrowth of his experiences achieved largely through
his contact with others.36 They state also. that "by the time a child
reaches the fourth, fifth, or sixth grade in school, the concept he has
of himself has, to him, become the actual person."37
Summary.

From empirical evidence, it is reasonable to conclude

that teachers are (l) important "significant others" in the lives of
students, (2) they play an important role in the self-concept formation

35Helen H. Davidson and Gerhard Lang, "Children's Percept·ions of
Their Teachers' Towards Them Related to Self-Perception, School Achievement, and Behavior," Journal of ~erimental Education, 29:107-18,
December, 1960.
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of their students, and (3) that students, by the time they reach the
middle grades, can rather accurately perceive their teacher's perceptions
of them.
Re la ti onshi p of_j__ED_f -Conc~2.!___!_o Learning
In an attempt to establish an empirical relationship between self~c----~~~-co-fte-e-i3-t----a-fi-Ef-t-~-e-l-e-a-r'-fl-i-rl§-;:>-r-e-e-e-s-s-th-e-rAe-s-e-a-re-fl-e-r-f-e-tJ.-19-cl-v-e-r-y--i-i-t-t-1-e-r-e-s-e-a-r-eh,--------

on the subject prior to the late 1950's. There was, however, considerable
expert theory and opinion on the subject prior to that time to be found ·in
the literature.
Theory and opinion.

Using a phenomenological construct as a basis

for determining human behavior, Snygg38 indicates that learning is a
highly persona 1 process, energized by a primary drive for se l f~·fulfi llment.
Carl Rogers enlarges upon this concept of learning being related to selfconcept when he states that 11 a person learns significantly only those
things which he perceives as being involved in the maintenance of or
enhancement of the structure of self. 11 39

In a similar point of view,

still another authority, Arthur Jersnd40 indicates that a learner perceives, interprets, accepts, resists, and rejects what he meets in school
in light of his own self-esteem.

Combs suggests that 11 any piece of

i
1

38oonald Snygg,

l.earning, An Aspect of Personality Development, 11
_b.earni~g_ Tl!__~_q_r.z, f~~_!:'TSQIJ_~i_!t.I_~eory, and Clinical Research.
(N.Y.: John
vJiley and Sons, 1954 , p. 136.

40Jersild,

11

QP__. ci~.,

p. 19.

i

~J
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information will have its effect upon the behavior in the degree to which
an individual discovers its personal meaning."41

This relationship .is

well defined by Lamy when she states that "learning is r·elated to the
self-concept in these ways:

(1) learning is a product of the individ-

ual •s search for personal adeqtiacy, and (2) once established the selfconcept has an effect on subsequent 1earning."42
Learning, then, in terms of phenomenological or perceptual psychology might be described as being a function of an individual •s personal
discovery of meaning which would occur as a result of attempts to achieve
a more adequate self.
The

resea1~cher

and Combs43 in 1958,

would agree with the conclusions reached by Gordon
After their thorough review of research relate~! to

learning and self-perception,

they found that there was a considet'able

amount of theoretical thinking that had not been verified and that actual
research was very limited.

Gordon several years later suggested that we

are, however, "beginning to learn how to look for self-concept data, and
we can expect rapid gains in our knowledge.44
The fo 11 ow-ing section will discuss some of the major research

41combs, (1959), QQ.. cit., p. 10.
42Mary W. Lamy, "Relationship of Self-Perceptions of Early Primary
Children to Achievement in Reading•• (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
University of Florida, 1962), p. 7.
43I ra J. Gordon and Arthur W. Combs, "Learner~ Self and Percep•----t-ion-,-"-Re-y-ie\i_-.Of-E'du ca-tio na ___ esE;a r_c h, __voL __2B___(19.5B.)_,_j)_J2. ~~.- - - - - - - - - , - - - 44Gordon, (1962),

QQ.·

cit., p. 261. .
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projects dealing with the relationship of self-concept to the learning
process.
Research relating

self~conc_ept

to learnit!_g_.

During the past ten

years there has been a considerable amount of research and an increased
interest in self--concept as it relates to the learning process and aca··
delTiic ach1evement.

!here 1s substantiarevraence whici1fncncates that

there is a significant relationship between self-concept and school
achievement.

Perhaps the number of projects sponsored by the United

States Office of Education would be indicative of the importance of selfconcept research.
1.

Combs and Soper Study.

In one of the first of these federally

sponsored research projects, the relationship of self-perception to
achievement and behavior of early elementary school children was studied
by Combs and Soper.45 One of their major objectives was to determine
whether or not changing perceptions of self would be accompanied by
changes in behavior and achievement.
dren in

b-10

To accomplish this task sixty chil-

laboratory school classes were studied over a three-year

period as they progressed from kindergarten into the second grade.

The

researchers found a positive correlation between self perception and
behavioral adjustment and academic achievement.

45Arthur W. Combs

Daniel W.

Their findings led them

of Ch"ild
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to conclude that:
. ~ . The feeling of personal adequacy seems to have·an all-pervasive
importance in the child S perceptual organization . . . . By whatever
name it is described, it is apparent from the results of this
research that the concern for adequacy is a most important
aspect of the perceptual world of these subjects.46
1

2. Bledsoe and Garrison Study.47

In another U. S. Office of

Education Cooperative Research Project, Bledsoe and Garrison stu 1eclthe
self-concepts of fourth and sixth grade elementary school childr·en in
relation to their academic achievement, intelligence, interests, and
manifest anxiety.

Their objectives were (l) to determine what

signifi~

cant grade and sex differences exist in the self-concepts of fourth and
sixth graders and (2) to relate those differences, )f any, in selfconcepts to the academic achievement, intelligence, interests, and mani- ·
fest anxiety of these children.
Using a randomly selected

s~mpling

of 605 pupils in grades four

and six from four schools whose population represented a cross-section of
the

w~ite

populat'ion of a county in Georgia, the researchers administe.red

three group paper and pencil tests:

S~Ji. ~_Qncep_t_ ~cale,48 Child 1 s_ ~~l.f.

Qescript·ion Scal~_,49 and Chi1dren 1 s Manifes.! /\nxie_"tX. Seal~· 50 These were

46lbid., pp. 140-141.
47sledsoe and Garrison, Q£. ~it.
48R. E. Bills, E. L. Vance, and b. S. t'1clean, 11 An Index of Adjustment r and Values., .Journtil_ of. Consultin_g_ Psycho]_.2_9Y_, Vol. 15 (1951),
11

49Bledsoe and Garrison, Q£· ~i!_.,Appendix A.
50Le\~is

P. Lipsitt, 11 A Self-Concept Scale for Children and its Relationship to the Children 1 s Form of the ~~anifest f~nxiety Scale, 11 f.hild
pevelQQ_tl]_~_D!, Vol. 29 (December, 1958), pp. Cf63-72.

-
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described in detail as being adaptations of reliable instruments devised
for these various purposes .. In addition, the researchers had access to
recent California Achievement Tests and the California Short Form Test of
!':1_ental Maturitr, on the subjects as well as other data available to them
from the cumulative records of the students.

The various hypotheses were

tested s ta tis t i ca 11 y us i nq the 1 t 1 tes_t_o_f_d_iffe_r_enc_es_iJLmeaJ1S-;----COl''X'eJ-a.= - - - - - - - - tions and chi-squares.
Using Pearson product-moment correlations between self-concept and
fourteen major academic achievement factors, Bledsoe and Garrison51
reported a iignificant positive correlation for girls in all fourteen
areas and thirteen of the fourteen correlations were significant for the
boys.
3.

Brookover, Thomas, and

Patel~son

Study.

In a somei-'Jhat similar

cooperative Research Project, Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson52 demonstrated a relationship between self-concept, as measured by means of a self
report questionnaire, and the academic achievement of 1,050 junior highschool students.

They found:

(1)

self-concept of ability and academic

achievement as measured by grade point averages to be significantly and
positively correlated.

This relationship held even when the ability

dimension of I.Q. was held constant through partial correlation, and (2)
that self-concept is positively correlated with the ways the subject

•------~::>- -Ib-id~.----

52srookover, Thomas, and Paterson,

QP_.

cit.

I
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perceives that "significant others" evaluate him.
CQ_C?~rsmith

4.

Study.

Perhaps the most significant longitudinal

and comprehensive study in the area of self-concept and its relationship
to social adjustment and success was done by a research team headed by
Coopersmith53 with support from the National Institute cif Mental Health.
lc------:S-e-§-i-ll-tl-i-fl-§-i-R-1--9-5-8,-t-f9-e-t-e-a-m-ll-e-a-cl-ecl-l3y-G-s-e-j3-e-r-s-m-i-t-fl-w-e-r~ecl-v~-i-t-A-1-7-4-8-f-i-f-t-R----~~---

and sixth grade students

dev~loping

and refining an instrument to measure

the self-esteem of middle grade students.

Coopersmith indicates that

this instrument, the Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI), is a 50 (like meunlike me) item questionnaire that is basetl in part on items that had
been reworded for use with children from the Rogers and Dymond54 Scale.
Using 102 fifth and sixth grade students as subjects Coopersmith55
reported a partial correlation of .30 between Iowa Achievement Test
Scores and ratings from the Self-Esteem Inventory; sign'ificant a.t beyond
the .01 level.
This Self-Esteem Inventory \Alas then used as a basis for evaluating
and rating the self-esteem of the students in his longitudinal study of
some nine years duration.

A portion of this study was devoted to deter-

mining the relationship of self-esteem to the general, including academic,

52 Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson, Q_p_. cit .

.5~coopersmi th ( 1967),

_QQ. ~il·

54carl R. Rogers and R. F. Dymond, .e~Y~l"!2_1Jl.g_~~-~_s! __Eer__?_Q_~~l.i!.Y
·

.

·

'ty

55coopersnrith, (1959),

of_S:IIi~a_gg_p_!~ess,

QQ_.

_cjj._., p. 90.

195<+;.

----
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success of normal adolescent boys.

In reporting the findings of this

longitudinal study Coopersmith concludes that in all facets of life, including academic achievement,

11

not only did the subjects with high self-

esteem have higher goals; they were also more successful in achieving
their goals. 11 56 After a thorough, examination of the several recognized
instruments available for measuring

self~concept,

the researcher selected

the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI) as the instrument best suited
to the present study.

The 50 st'atements concerning the self-attitude of

the students were worded in language easily and readily understood by the
students.

The only response required of the subject to each statement

was that they"v10uld indicate if the statement was like them or unlike
them,
Several examples are presented to show the type of information the
inventory seeks:
1.

I 1 m pretty sure of myself.

2.

I m proud of my school work.

3.

I often wish I were someone else.

4.

Kids pick on me very often.

11

1

Like me 11 responses to sample items 1 and 2 would be indicative of

positive self concept.

11

Like me 11 responses on items 3 and 4 would indi-

cate negative concept.

11

Unlike me 11 responses to the statements would be

indicative of just the opposite concept.

56stanley Coopersmith, 11 Studies in Self-Esteem, 11 Scientific
. Ameri <:__~, February, 1968, p. 102.
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The self-concept score is established by enumerating the total
number of positive responses and multiplying by 2 as a matter of convenience so that the maximum score is 100.
Academic self-concept.

Included in the 50-item SEI Questionnaire

are two sub-scales that at'e school-academic and social self-peers orien-

experiences of the students.

Combined, these two sub-scores approximate

the type of questions dealt with in studying locus of control as it
relates

t~

the learning situation of the students.

For purposes of this

investigation these 16 items were used to measure the academic selfconcept of the

st~dents.

In reviewing the literature and research relative to this relationship of self-concept to academic achievement the investigator found
only one study that reported no observable relationship between selfconcept and academic achievement as assessed by standardized tests.
Schwarz57 studied seven underachieving children from seven different
classrooms in a large suburban elementary school.
tests to determine academic achievement.

She used standardized

Self perception of students was

determined by a series of twelve twenty-minute observations done by
"trained observers" and by sentence completions which were designed to

F. Schwarz, "The Effect of Teacher Approval on the
Achievement of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Children;

I

I~
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assess the subject's attitudes.

The investigator rejects the general

conclusion Schv;arz reached in her study as being invalid .in relationship
to the general population for the following reasons:
1.

The size of the sample was small (7) and used only one
child from any one classroom.

2.

All of the subjects were selected because they were underachievers and did not represent a cross section of the
general population of the class.

3.

Observation and sentence completion as means of evaluation
tends to be more subjective than forced choice objective
items in a questionnaire.

The vast majority of evidence indicates that there is indeed a
positive relationship between academic achievement and self-concept .
Lumpkin58 in studying this relationship in fifth grade children found particularly significant relationships bet\veen reading abi"lity, including
oral reading, vocabulary, and comprehension, and self-concept.

S·ignHi~

cant positive correlations were also noted in language, arithmetic, and
work study skills, but not to the same degree noted in reading.
In yet another research project designed to test this same type of

I

I

~~----

correlation, Fink59 studied eighty-eight freshmen students from a central

58o. D. Lumpkin, 11 The Relationship of Self Concept to Achievement
in Reading,•• DissertEtion_ 6Q~_tr'!_cts, Vol. 20 (1959), p. 204.

•------c-----59r~art-i-~-B-. F-i-nk--,----!'-SeH--Gon0ept-as-it-Re-lates-to-AcadElm~-c-lJnd@~------ -------achievement,'' California Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 13:2.
(rebruary, 1962)-:pp.-57-62: ___ -- - - - - - - -------
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California valley town.

He used matched sets of under and over achieving

students in an attempt to determine if there was
concept to

~cademic

achievement.

~

relationship of self-

He, too, used standardized tests to

measure academic achievement and seven different measures to determine
the self-concept of his subjects.

His findings were significantly

positive.
Overachieving students had high self-concepts while those with low
self-concepts were to be found in the ranks of the underachievers.

These

findings were consistent with the results of the several studies reported
here.
Summa~~·

From the expert opinion and empirical evidence found in

the literature, the investigator is certain that authorities in the field
would agree v1ith Fink when he concludes that 11 research evidence rather
clearly confirms the hypothesis that a relationship does in fact exist
between adequacy of self-concept and level of academic achievement.u60
In reviewing the literature, the investigator

fo~nd

that several

studies pointed to significant differences in self-concept that might be
attributed to such factors as:

(1) differing racial or ethnic back-

grounds, (2) differing socio-economic status of the subjects, or (3) the
sex differences of the subjects.

These various areas were explored in

terms of their relevance to this research.
the next three sections of this report.
r-----========o-------------------60I_I2_ij_. , p . 6·1 •

The findings are reported in
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Diff~~~~c~s

Due to Racial or

~thnic

Backgrounds

The Cooperative Research Projects conducted by both teams,

-----~-~-

Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson,61 and Bledsoe and Garrison,62 excluded
Negro students from their analysis on the assumption that the self-concept
of ability of Negro students and its subsequent relationship to achieve-----ment woulacriTfer from

fnoseof-the-vJilftepopala_t_i-on~--

Br-o-okover-;-lhomas-,------ --- - -

and Paterson63 cite a subsequent analysis by Morse64 which verified this
assumption.
Hishiki65 explored this assumption relative to racial or ethnic
backgrounds in her research with Mexican-American students as subjects.
In her report she states that

11

there is some belief that membership

e·i ther in a low soci o··economi c group or in a minority culture tends to

depress the self-concept because of discrimination by the larger society
against the groups. 11 66 The conclusions reached as a result of her
research are:

6lsrookover, Thomas, and Paterson, ~· cit.
62Biedsoe and Garrison, Q£. cit.
63Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson,

Q2_.

cit., p. 271.

64Richard J. ~lorse, 11 Self-Concept of .l\bility, S·ignificant Othf~rs~
and School Acl1ievement of Eighth Grade Students: A Comparative Investigation of Negro and Caucasian Students'' (unpublished Masters thesis,
Mich·igan State University, 1963).
65patricia C. Hishiki, 11 The Self-Concepts of Sixth Grade Girls of
11
r~exican-American Descent,
Calj_fornia ~_2urnal 2..f. Ed~ca_!;ional8e~_~arch,
- -20:2- March, J 969 .
66l_~ic!_.' p. 56.
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1.

Sixth grade girls of Mexican-American descent do possess
significantly different self-concepts from whi.te sixth grade
girls.

2.

In comparing case studies of sixth grade Mexican-American
girls of high and low self-concepts, those with high self-

n-~~~~~-~~______cconcept

had more

succes~_ in_~cademic

achievement than those
----

with low self-concepts.
3.

A significant relationship does exist between self--concept
and academic achievement in the case of Mexican-American
girls.67

She compared her results with_the findings reported by Brookover,
Thomas, and Paterson,68 Bledsoe and Garrison,69 and Fink70 on all Caucasian subjects.

Her investigation showed an even greater correlation be-

tween self··concept and academic success than did any of the other three
research projects.
Based upon the findings and conclusions of these various studies,
the researcher concluded that he might expect to find differences in selfconcept of students which might be attributable to differing racial backgrounds.

Evidence indicated

tha~

perhaps a more significant relationship

might exist in the correlation of the self-concepts of minority group
67 ]E_id.' p. 61.

68Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson, QR· cit.
-69Bledsoe and Garrison, 2R· cit_.
70Fink, -~· ~__li.
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youngster& and their academic achievement as compared to similar correlations

fb~

the whtte students.
--

-~--------

In reviewing this aspect of the problem, the invest.i9atot found
that there

\'las

no agreement among n:sf.!archers as to the validity of

--1',------as-s-unlp-i-i-0-n~·eh-a-t.~s-oc-·i-o-. . econorn·l-c:---s t-crtus-

-v;as a-- s-"1-gn·i-fi-carrt

-rc~.c tor·-

th~:'

'i-rr--th-e- --------- -

format-ion of self·-concept.
Hh;hi ki 7l in studying f\1exi can-Arner··i cr.m students states that membership in e·ither 1ow socio···econorn-ic qroup or a minorHy cv,ltute tends to

depress self-conc~pt.

The evidence she presents however~ is based on

difference of ethrdc or··i gin and ·1 acks dat;;\ on the sod o-econonri c aspect

of the problem.
In r-eporting on his 1onrr1tud·1na1 study of self esteem, CoopGrsnrith

states:
Even more surprisin~J~ out' subjectsr Sf.~lf esteem depended only

weakly,, if at
Studt~s by

an~

on farni"iy social position or income leveL

other investigators confirm that what

w~

ob$erved in

our· boys wets a·lso tru~.~ of adults: the propi.wt'ion of .ind-ividuals
with high self esteem is ~lmost as high in low social classes as it

is in the higher classes./2

~4y1ie73 found that Neqro ;.H'ct lov;r::r c'las~; ch·ildren make

t .... ; .~
,.,.

•

(_, I

'

p. 56.

p. 99.

more rnodest

----~-
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class students which would imply that students of the lower socio-economic levels would tend to be less positive in their self-concepts than
----------

would higher socio-economic class students.
Another team of researchers, Deutsch and Brown,74 approached the
matter of social class in much the same way as did Hishiki75 by hypothesizing that race and social

clas~_a_!'_~_inte_gr~l]_~

related.

They found the

relationship to be less significant at the lower levels of the socioeconomic scale and found

th~t ~he

influence of race became increasingly

manifest and crucial as the social level increased.
Nelson,76 in analyzing the results of a newly devised Seriation
Test, also closely examined this aspect of the problem.

He studied all

of the second-grade children in an integrated mid-western school.
adapted form of the

Warner~Meeker-Eells

social class position of the children.
of the subjects were then analyzed
of social class by race.

usin~

An

Scale was used to determine the
The scores on the Seriation Tests
a factoral analysis of variance

His analysis yielded statistically significant

differences between social class {p<.Ol) but not between races

(p~.lO)

..

He concluded from his research that "the social class structure has been
preserved within the framework of segregation.

Also that the social

74Martin Deutsch and Bert Brown, "Social Influences in Negro-White
Intelligence Differences," JoJ1rnal of Social Issues, Vol. 20 (April,
1964), pp. 24-35
75Hishiki,

QQ_.

cit.

- - - - -- - 76Jerald-~l.-Nelson, ~'Construct Validation of the. Learn1ng
Readiness System Seriation Test'' (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
School of Education, Indiana University, 1968), p.. 70.
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class level of the home seemed to be more closely associated with seriation ability than was -race. 11 77
Evidence presented by Deutsch and Brown78 indicated that race and
social position, as independent variables became less significant at the
lower socio'-economic levels.
{1---~_

_Qpin'i_on

~hich

However, there is considerable evidence and

indicates that to some degree race and social class are

factors which should be considered significant in the process of selfconcept formation.
Summa_t:'Y.

In relation to the racial and socio-economic aspects of

self-concept development, the researcher concluded from the evidence and
opinions of authorities that to some degree both factors are relevant to
the issue.

There is unanimity of opinion and ample evidence relative to

the racial aspect.

The evidence and opinion are not so definite relative

to the social position factor.

Evidence was presented which indicated

that at the lower levels of the socio-economic scale the influences of
both variables become less crucial as independent variables; they tend to
act as a single depressing force.
Differences Due to Sex
Most studies reviewed differentiated their results relative to the
sex of the subjects involved.

There were

s~gnificant

differences in

self-concept reported that were attributed to this factor.

78Deutsch and Brown,

Q_p_.

cit.

r=--------
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found that girls generally tended to reveal greater stability of concept
---

than did fourth gY'aders and boys.

Jn a similar study of stabi1Hy of

~e1f,·con<.:ept, in a two year longitudina·l study of

e·ighth··qrc'ldc:rs,

Engc~·1 80

found that sex was not a s·ignH·ico.nt factor ·in the stab·i1H:y of self-

concept; that the fluctuation of scores was about evenly divided between
~-~~~--~~-

boy;:: and gi tl s.

She found that

ovt~nll.l

thetr:! was o. tendency for seH-

concepts of both sexes to r·erna in constanL
Dilvidson and Lang81 h1 thr.d r study of rn·i ddl e ~:wade c.d ementa'r'Y
sch~1o1 stw.lent~::

...._.,.

l

found that girls were ;.dgrrif·ica.ntly more accurate in

•

bleosoe and

"'

•

$) •")

0arr1~onJL

1

.

between

lo.~ltL·J~ . . .

~-·'-(....

selt~ccnc8pts

_/"

I

in their extensive researcn project rouna

·lai" to th·>""' n··:·
,...j
..s-iv·l·r·· .. nr·-4,.r.,
>;,.ut: ,..;,.,1'"
-,1!t -.)! ancl
I,.
_

P•~t~

~-'

that could

f')'\
\ .... j

·'"!''''··c· "'l 6 '"·G
r., !t...\,

~e attrib~ted

the students at both grade levels;

p' ~i)2.

gi~ls

.,,-.:: .._,
~ cl.'i.<-~·'ferPi''IC•)
..- _r,..

••1,\...1 -..;,;·: 0.~

tc the sex d1fferences of

had high0r self-concept

rating~.

~--~---
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the results of his study confirm that a relationship does exist between
self~concept

and level bf academic achievement.

The conclusion was un-

questionably true for boys, but somewhat less for girls.

Again, this

strengthens the hypothesis there is a difference in self-concept formation
. which can be' attributed to the sex of the subject.
the research evidence

_j_)')_9 i ca !_~_1:~a t

the

This examination of

p_l"~~~!l_t _i~v-~st !ga!~r-~OLI_~_e_:_:__ _

pect to find significant differences in the process of self-concept
formation that are related to the sex of the students.
Summary
In Section 1 of the present chapter, the researcher has traced
the history of self-concept from a philosophical musing to a formalized
theory which is accepted as an integral part of current phenomenological
behavioral psychology.

The developmental process of self-concept forma-

tion was discussed as were the significant people who are involved in its
formation.

Empirical evidence was presented correlating self-concept to

academic achievement and the areas of racial and ethnic backgrounds,
socio-economic status, and sex differences of the subjects were investigated and reported.
The next section will review the literature relating to locus of
control as it pertains to the current study.

II.

LOCUS OF CONTROL

The investigator found in his

examinatio~

of the literature, far

less literature and research dealing with locus of control as an aspect

~--·-
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of personality development than with self-concept development.
Locus of Control as a Construct
Locus of control, as a construct, is a measute of the degree to
which individuals accept personal responsibility for what happens to
them.

A person having a high degree bf control would be a person who

in command of, and responsible for, what happens to him.

A person with a

low degree of control would be a person who perceives himself as the subject of strong external forces which determine what happens to him,
forces over which he has no control.

From an educational point of view,
---

1ocus of centro 1 as a concept, is concerned with j nter_!l_?_l versus

e~_erna 1__

re·i nforcement theories of 1earning.
Historical Bac1ground and Basic Research
It would be difficult to determine the exact origins of the concept of locus of control.

To some degree this basic concept existed in

prehistoric man as he, in various ways, matched his skills against the
elements of his environment.

Lefcourt84 suggests t~at many different

names have been used over

years to describe the degree to which an

th~

individual has been capable of controlling the events that transpired in
his life space.

He credits Alfred Adler with being the theorist who has

most extensively written on the subject of mankind's eternal struggle for
mastery over the enigmas of life.

He states that: .

84Lefcourt, 2£· cit., p. 206.

'

i

--
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Adler 1 s concept of striving for superiority is posited as a
·universal, basic motive deriving from man 1 s inherent, initial
i nferi ori ty. . . .. Adler 1 s concern was for man 1 s becoming
more effective in controlling his own personal world.85
While Adler may not have been the first to theorize on the subject, to
him goes the credit for being a pioneer writer in this area of persona 1i ty deve 1opment ..

tested on experimental animals prior to their being used on humans.

In

much the.same way in the field of psychology, theories are often tested
on animals with the inference that humans will also react in. the same
manner as the experimental animals.

Certainly, it is questionable to

infer human reactions from those of rats and monkeys.

There are, how-

ever, some animal studies which seem to have some relevance to locus of
control research.

Two of these studies are briefly described here as

background information.
Animal research.

One of the earliest studies done in the area of

helplessness was reported by Mowrer and Viek.86 They found from matched
pairs of rats, that those rats having control of painful shock inducing
situations did not suffer, as evidenced by eating inhibition; as did rats
who were subjected to the same shocks in a non-controlling situation.
Their conclusion was that uncontrollable painful stimulus arouses an

85lbid.
Mowr-er, ana..-r.v-;e~ 11~L\nExperirnental Ana-1-o·gmrof--fectr-----~--
From a Sense of Hopelessness, 11 ~_Q_urna l of Abnormal '~nd_ Social Ps,Yc:.:hol ~_g£~ Vol. 43 {1948), pp. 193-200.

- ....

~60. Jl.
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a.pprehE~nsion

that can last indefinitely and evEm become more

intense~

while the same stimulus, if subject to control arouses little if any appr~hens ;,on.

In another experiment with rats, Richter87 reported that even
vigorous rats when placed in situations where no solutions (escape) were
possib'le~ soon stopped

their efforts and actua.11,Y gave up ar.d died.

After contro11 ing for all possible a"Jter'nate hypotheses) he concluded
that the loss of hope (of being able to effect a change) was the crucia·l

variable.

'~locus of contrcd states that Phares89 was the first to attempt tr• m':;.:1sun·!
-~t_h,P
~,rl'l~.e.r·t,•,"l_1,~P.·X.1.:~-.~.~.a1
_
,
_
,
_ • • L.

.. so.cit:d !earning

r._.o.'li.:r·c)l
•
1
•

~imnrc1"nn
~-li•v
4~ri~h,n
o:: 1.> ~·
o~~
.... C~ !JA~~o·
~' •.·
.!-:I, , -..,1
·, c<
• u .• I-~-

~;.

4I Yl

th':Wl~,y.

The Phares Sea 1e, 90 deve 1oped by Phar:::s as .o. pu.rt of a docto-ral

dissertation in 1955, .was a 13 item scale to measure the personality
character:fstic of attributing the occurrence of re·ll:forcements to chance
rather than onese 1f.

Using two pa. ired gtoups as subj ~~cts, Phares

87c. F. R·ichter~ nsudden Death Ph<~norncmon in fl.nirna..ls und HUinans~"
J!)__t~_ ~e~!~.iJl9.

1959).

!?.L

De.~j.h_,

H. Feifel ~ editor (New York: McGra~/·. H-Lll Compa.ny,
.

..

88Lefcourt, .2.P_· .~.i_t., p. 2'10.
89E. J. :Phares~ 11 Expectancy Changes in Ski 11 and Chan.c.e
S·i tuati ons," -~£YE~!~- 2t A~!!~?!JI§..l. ~ncl ~.Q-~j-~]_ p_~c~r~t9..9Y...~ Vo1. 54 ( l%7 L
1 - - - - - - r n - ) . 339:-4~.
.
.
.
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assigned each group the same task.

One of the groups was given instruc-

tions that stressed skill as the major determinant of success.

In the

other group, assigned the same task, the instructions emphasized that
success was due entirely to chance.

He concluded that categorizing a

situation as a skill leads the subject to use the results of his past
performance in formulating expectancies for future performance.
In 1962, Blackman91 did a study that was essentially a replication
of the Phares study.
. . . when
modicum of
in a given
of changes

From his data, he concluded that

the subject perceives that he is able, through some
personal activity, to predict the events occurring
situati6n, becomes more accurate in his perception
in the situation.
·

The original 13 items Phares scale was lengthened and revised by
James92

in 1957~ to the twenty··three item James-Pha.res Scale.

Lefcourt93

reports that
. this :scale correlated (r == .51, N == 191, with intelligence
partialed out) with the California F Scale which was interpreted
as reflecting the successful measurement in both scales of the
degree to which individuals see"the world as containing powerful
forces that they cannot influence.
The James-Phares Scale, which was designed for use with adults,
became the basis for several new scales designed and utilized for testing
special age groups of subjects.

Among these, the Locus of Control Scale

91s. Blackman, 11 Some Factors Affecting the Perception of Events as
Chance Determined, Vol. 54 (1962), pp. 197-202.
11

92~~. James,

Internal versus External Contr·ol of Reinforcements as
.. u-a UBasic Val"iabl e-i nu Learning Theory' (unpublished Doctoral di sserlati·~o=n-.~------
Ohi o State Un·i vers ity, 1957).
11

II

93Lefcourt, 9.1:!.· cit_., p. 2'10.
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designed by Bialer94 was of particular relevance to the present study.
It is an orally administered true-false scale designed for testing normal
and retarded

childr~n.

The 23 items from this Bialer scale \1/ere modified and expanded by
Crandall~ Katkovsk.Y and Cranda1195 to 34 items in their research on locus

of control as it

r~lates

to children's academic achievement.

Their

Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale (IAR) is aimed at assess·ing
children's bel'iefs in reinforcement responsibility exclusively in
intellectual-academic achievement situations.

While other scales in this

area left the field of possible external forces acting upon the subject
open to a wide variety of possibilities, i.e., luck, fate, social conditions, etc.; the IAR in its questionnaire limits the sources of external
control to those persbns who most often come in face to face contact with
the child.
peers.

These are (1) his parents, (2) his teachers, and (3) his

The instrument they devised is a 34 item forced-choice question-

naire that identifies the source of responsiblity for positive or negative achievement
children.

experi~nces

which routinely occur in the daily lives of

Each event is followed by one alternative stating that the

event was caused by

th~

child iinternally controlled), and another

alternative stating that someone else in the child's immediate environment was the cause of the event (externally controlled).

Several

examples of items from the IAR questionnaire are presented here to

-----------····- . Bi al er,. QQ..

~-;

t.

95crandal1, Katkovsky and Crandall,

.QQ_.

cit.
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demonstrate the principle involved.
When you do well on a test at school, is it more likely to be

1.

-~-

A.

because you studied for it, or

B.

because the test was especially easy?

2 .. Suppose you did better than usual in a subject at school.

Woul d_i_LprobaQJ_y

happ~n________________

A.

because you tried harder, or

B.

because someone helped you?

-----·

If a teacher didn•t pass you to the next grade, would it

3.

probably be

An

11

A.

because she 11 had it in for you, 11 or

B.

because your school work wasn•t good enough?

A11 response on items 1 and 2 vwuld indicate that the subject

accepts responsibility (intetnal control) for positive situations.

A 11 8 11

response to item 3 waul d indicate that acceptance of res pons i bi 1i ty
(internal control) is accepted for a negative situation.
response,

(B~

The alternate

B, and A fer items 1, 2 and 3, respectively) would indicate

that the student di'sclaims responsiblity for the situation, hence it is
perceived as being externally controlled by the subject.

The entire IAR

questionnaire is presented in Appendix E of this report.
The population sample ~sed in the Crandall Study96 was 923
students ranging in grades three through twelve.

The sample was drawn

from five different. schools in diverse kinds of communities in order that
~----------

96Jbid.

·-·------·
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the subjects might be representative of children in general.

Four

hundred and seventy of. these subjects v1ere in grades three through six.
vJhi l e the results of this study were generally consistent through the
entire range of grades (3 through 12), the data reported here will be
drawn from the third through sixth grade subsamples of the report inasmuch as the results from these lower grade levels are most pertinent to
the present study.
Based upon. the data from the subsamples, Crandall, Katkovsky, and
Crandall report that t-test comparisons revealed no s·ignificant changes
in internality in general from the third through the sixth grades for
both sexes-.

This would indicate that stability of intellectual academic

responsib·ility had occurred.

They further reported that IAR Scores were

correlated with academic achievement as measured by the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills and the report card grade averages of the subjects. This
correlation of total IAR score was reported by the researchers97 as
being positive and significant (all correlations ranging from .34 to .53)
with almost all achievement test measures and report card grade averages.
The present study was limited to total or general intellectual
achievement res pons i bil i ty and did not differentiate between responsibility for positive and negative situations.

Crandall, Katkovsky, and

Crandall analyzed the sub-scores for IAR+ and IAR- (positive and negative
situations) responses.

They report that ana lyses for IAR+ and IAR- by

sex of child revealed interesting differences in prediction.

97 I b_is!_. , p. 107.

All achieve-
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ment-test measures and report card grades of girls in grades 3 and 4 were
highly related to IAR+ (all correlations in the .40's and .50's), indica----·-·

ting that the greater the young girl's sense of res pons i bil ity for her
academic success, the more successful she is likely to be.

The IAR-

scores (those relating to self-responsibility for failures) were most
ll------

s i gn"ifi cantly re 1ated to the achievement test measures and report card
grades of fifth grade boys (correlations ranging from .34 to .53).

This

would indicate that the IAR Scale has in general predicted best to young
girl's standardized achievement test performance

an~

slightly less for

young boy's.
Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall conclude from their findings
that:
It seems probable that. a belief in seH responsibility consti-·
tutes a motivational upon achievement performance and thus should
predict behavior in tasks where motivational factors account for
a relatively large proportion of the variance over and above ability
or acquired knowledge. The child who feels responsible for his
successes and failures should show greater initiative in seeking
rewards and greater persistence in the face of difficulty. This
hypothesis seems consistent with the data currently available and
presented here in the I.A.R . . . . The findings lend support to
the construct·validity of children's beliefs in their control of
reinforcements, as we 11 as pro vi ding evidence for the utility of
measuring this construct with the present instrument.98
Differences Due to

Raci a 1 or Ethn·i c

Back~lJ..~~

In his review of literature and research on locus of control as it
related to different racial or ethnic

groups~

Lefcourt concludes:

In all of the reported ethnic studies, groups.whose social
l--------------------

98Jb"d
_:_~--· ' p, 108.
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position is one of minimal power either by class or race tend
to score higher in the external-control ditection. Within the
racial groupings, .class interacts so that the double handicap
of lower-class and lower-caste seems to produce persons with
the highest expectancy of external control. Perhaps the apathy
and what is often described as lower-class lack of motivation
to achieve may be explained as' a result of the disbelief that
effort pays off. In short, the 0ppressed groups can be
described as analogous to Mowrer's rats whose "fear of fear"
led to nonsurvival behavior.99
11

11

11

11

The s ul.fj ectsfna:n-but-one-or-nre-studi es-rep-or--rea-oy -r-efc-orrrt ---------

were either of college age or adults.

The writer found only one study in

the realm of internal-external control attitudes children where social
class and ethnic groups were differentiated.

This was done by Battle and

Rotter.lOO They used Battle's Children's Picture Test of InternalExternal ContrdllOl and Bialer's Locus of Control Scalel02 to determine
if social class and ethnic grouping might affect internal-external control attitudes.

These researchers report that:

The interaction of social class and ethnic group was highly
related to internal-external control attitudes. Lower-class
Negro children were significantly more external than lower-class
whites or middle-class Negroes and whites.l03
These findings agree with the conclusions drawn by Lefcourt and reported
in the previous section. ·Battle and Rotter conclude:
The over-all findings lend support to the construct validity

99Lefcourt,

_QQ_.

ci!_., p. 212.

lOOsattle and Rotter,

1OlJJ?.:Lc!· '

p.

_QQ_.

cit., p. 489.

485.

_2B.1a I er,_ QQ:·

----~--~---

't

~·

103sa ttl e and Rotter, g2_. _sit. , p. 489.

---
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of the internal-external control variable as a generalized
personality dimension and suggest some of the developmental
conditions involved in the acquisition of such generalized
expectancies.. l 04
:Summary
In this section of the Review of Literature, the investigator has
outlined the development of locus of control as a construct and reported
on the development of the IAR Questionnaire as an instrument to measure
locus of control as it relates to academtc situations.

The investigator

found that he could expect to find significant differences in locus of
control which were,relafed to the sex of the subjects ..

He also found

that race and socio-economic status were vital factors in locus of
control development.
The final portion of this chapter will review the literature
p~rtinent

to the classification of teachers.
III.

CATEGORIZATION OF TEACHERS

In reviewing the literature relative to the tategorization of
teachers, the i nves ti gator found numerous studies as vJe 11 as val umes of
expert opinion covering the classification or categorization of teachers.
Studies of teacher competence have saturated the literature over the past
twenty-five years.

Domas and Tiedemanl05 compiled an annotated

. 104Ibi d.

-tQ_5S. _J. Domas ana-o-.IJ. _T1eaeman, 11leacner Conm~tenc1r:-An---'--------~-Annotated Gib.liography, 11 Journal of Experimental Education, Vol. 19
-----(Dec~~mber·, 1950), pp. lOf::.-218.- ------ -----
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Hibliography of such studies in 1950.
sand separate studies:

Their review listed over one thou-

The volume of these studies has not diminished

during the past two decades.

Each year produces additional research and

literature in this field.
Turner and FattuJ06 after a comprehensive survey of educational
research ·in

1960~

reported that seventy years of research relating to

teacher effectiveness had not added significantly to systematic knowledge
in this area,

They suggested that if the approach was not altered,

seventy more years would likely add very little additional knowledge.
Turner and Fattul07 suggest (1) that teachers do not have some sort of
magica·l property called 11 effectiveness, 11 (2) that effectiveness is based
upon adaptation and

ski~l

·in

dealing with problems which arise in varying

teaching situations, (3) educational goals and objectives are a part of
the teaching situation, and (4) that strategies (methods) should be
evaluated as to their relevance to a particular teaching situation.
In 1960, Ryansl08 reported his findings of a major longitudinal
study relative to the characteristics of teachers.

This was a massive

research project sponsbred by the American Council on Education.

It in-

cluded approximately one hundr8d ieparate research projects, involving
more than 6,000 teachers in 1,700 schools.

The report concludes that

teacher effectiveness is an ambiguous concept because competent teaching

l06Turner and Fattu,

Ql2.·

cit., pp. 11-12.

. -..-----.._-_---..-}~?r~-.-_ ----------------------------------------------~----------

~====----

l08Ryans, .Qt· ~J.l., pp. 3-5.
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is a 11 relative matter 11 depending on the educational expectations and
lim·itations set in each teaching situation.

The study points out that

two observers watching the same teacher simultaneously will see and
respond to different aspects of the total situation.

Thus, interpreta-

tion and evaluation of the teaching act is dependent upon the acculturation and past experiences of the observer. and on the aspect of teaching
which may be foremost in his consideration at any given time.

Turner and

Fattul09 are in agreement with this when they conclude that the crux of
the problem faced in defining and categorizing teacher behavior or
effectiveness lies in the fact that any concept of effectiveness is relative to the preconceived expectations or anticipated outcomes of the
observer.

However, Ryans after considering the problems involved in

dealing with the external factors that influence a teaching situation
states that:
It does not seem unreasonable to hypothesize that teachers may
be described in terms of their (1) observable behaviors, and
(2) self expressed opinions, (3) yievJpoints, and (4) typical
responses in defined situations. l 10
After thoroughly reviewing the research in the area of categorization and classification of teachers, Sorensonlll devised a theoretical
framework for the categorization of teachers.
framework based upon what he describes

109Turner and Fattu,
-m

QQ.·

LORyans ,n-.QP_.-m cit. , p. 5.

111sorenson,

QP._·

cit.

~s

This is a six celled

being the two major considera-

cit., pp. 7-9.
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tions for teacher classification:

(1) the ends of education and (2) the

means by which the ends are to be accomplished.

It was his consider-ed

opinion that the preponderance of material dealing with the ends of education suggest three different classes of objectives.

These classes or

categories are defined as follows:
--~_ ___.1 _
_.__.___.T_._.h_.. . ose

2.

that s tre_s~--~l.l_Qj_~c_LITI~_!.tel"_ as an end in itself.

Those that tend to state educational goals in terms of the
student, his welfare and individual growth.

3.

Those that stress the development of social norms as being
the prime consideration of the educational process.

In relating these objectives to the behavior of teachers, Sorenson
delineates these differences rather clearly when he states that the difference betvJeen categories 1 and 2
. is that the subject oriented teacher feels he has accomplished
his job if he has taught the student arithmetic, let us say. With
th~ second or student oriented group, the teacher never regards the
subject as an end in itself, but only as a means to the end of
developing the student as an individual. Educators of a third ~roup
are concerned with social norms, conventions, and laws that they
feel are important for responsible participating citizenship in the
school and in the larger society. To them the schools are intended
primarily to serve as the agents of the culture and the transmitter
of its values to youth so that they can take their places as adult
members in their turn.ll2
In defining the means, method of instruction, as the second major
consideration in the categorization of teachers, Sorenson states that the
differences in this area parallel the traditiona·l philosophical divergence between the rationalist and empiricist points of view.
----·---112Ibj~-· , p. 25.

The

----
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rationalist accepts truth as an absolute derived from human reason or
revealed by authority.

The empiricist would claim that truth is an ap~---

proximati.on or a probability statement derived from ex ami nation and
weighing of objective data.

These tHo differing approaches to the means

are catetorized by Sorensonll3 as being (1) the traditional - didactic
method of instruction where the teacher tells the students what the truth
is; 'presents the material the students are to learn, and (2) the experimental -discovery method where the students are led to exp-lore, examine
and analyze in order to discover for themselves the concepts and generalizations that constitute the discipline under study.
It tvou-!d appear that the observable behaviors and typica'l respun··

ses in defined sHuati'ons as suggested by Ryansll4 as a means of c1ass1-f"icat'ion of teachers corresponds very closely to the means and ends that
Sorenson has delineated.
Schematically, Sorenson•s framework for teacher categorization

would be a six celled structure with means and ends as the two variables
as illustrated in Figure 1.

--------------Means

------··---------··-·--··-

ENDS

--------fcon ~~-e-n-t-_-..[~~~~:~~-~~-::r.!~L~~~t~!~

A. Traditional - didactic
B.

I

l

Experirnenta l - di scover·y
FIGURE 1

CATEGORIES OF TEACHER ROLES
----···--------

1-----~_ __.1~1~3Lb_1 d. ,_p ·~~2~5~.____

ll4Ryans, op. cit., p. 5.

I,

'

1

J_ __________: · - - - - : - - - - - - · - - \

!
\

____ I
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A 24 item questionnaire was then devised by Sorensonll5 to classify teachers into their respective categories.

This Curriculum Study

Questionnaire in each item defines either three problem behaviors of
pupils or three educational objectives and asks the teacher to then
identify those behaviors or objectives which should be given highest,
middle or lm·Jest riority ·in teacher training.

In this manner the educa-

tional ·objectives or goals of the teacher might be identified.

A copy of

this questionnaire is included in Appendix B of this report.
Summary and Conclusions from Reviewed Research and
In

L.it~_ra.!ur~

summarizing this review of related literature and research; the

investigator concluded:
1.

There is a great amount of expert opinion and relatively
recent research that confirms that self concept is positively related to the academic achievement of students.

2.

There is a considerable body of research that indicates a
positive relationship between the degree to which students
accept res pons i bil ity for their academ·i c success or fail ute
(locus of control) and their academic achievement.

3.

There is an overwhelming amount of expert opinion and
research evidence in the field of teacher evaluation and
categorization.
~.!:'_ ~~'

Due to the complexity of the teaching act,

and the diversity of extraneous factors involved
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in the

as~;essme,nt

of their

perfotmance~

no specific

definitive criterian can be established.

4.

!__:; __

In sotte of thts lack of definitive criteria for the
I

.

teaching act, in gener-t:d, the instructional method that

teachers use can be defined and assessed in terms of their
observable behaViors and their self-expressed responses
in given situations.
5.

Studies are needed to determine if varying i nstruct·i ona l

methods affect the self-concept and/or locus of control of
students in given teaching situations.

;

methads comrnon'ly used by ciassroom

tc~ach•:rs

affect the

SE:if ccrc~~pt

or

16cus of control of the students. and (2) such a study would contribute

conception to the learning situation.

search

desi~n

pre~ented

in

and the procedure
Chapt~r

~sed

in the presenr 2tudy will be

III.

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CHAPTER III

1-

-

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

---

In the ptecedi ng two chapters the conceptua 1 frame•,vork of the :::tucy
has been described and the rationale for the selection of the major
variables and factors has been presented.
gleaned from the students and the

phenomenolog~ca1
data
~~~~~~~~~-------------------

The

instruct~onal

methods used

tec.c!Jer·s const'ltute the major varielbh::; of this study.

loqical data,

o~

the dependent

variables~

consisted of

acf.ldem·Jc St~-!f--concept, and locus of C1)ntrol scor-;::s.

... A ... ~ • •
d :tdc~ct·~L~

ethnic

r~
PXI)('~·~·,n~·1ta·-d~sct-)''~~u
.. II
.. ~ • ,·
~ f
I I\'~ i
.,.
)
~
v t .... ,) C•l~~p--(~P~
,.;
J .. sI . ~
'..J"

backg~ound

.....

•

~y

the

The ph.'2nomeno··
self-concept~

Tc~aching rnethod~, the

ln additions the sex anu

of the students were considered as minor independent

variables that might be significant in studying the suggested relation-

ships.
In Chapter II, Section I, the writer will briefly review the
detai"ls of the instruments used in the study, present the research design,

define the population and samples, and outline the step-by-step procedures
u~ed in

collecting the data.

In a second section the writer will describe

the statistical procedures used and state the hypotheses to be studied in
this research project.

I.

INSTRUMENTS AND DESIGN

lrre-l'at ·i-cna+e--for-the-se'lee-t-i on-of-th e-sp ee-i-f--i G-i-ns-t-l~umant-s-us @de-i-n----------- - -

the study was presented in Chapter II.

This section will include a
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description of

the~

instruments used and outline the procedures employed in

the research.
l.D.?truments Used in theStudy
Instruments were used for two different purposes in trds study.
These were (1) those used to categorize the teachers participating in

~he

study and (2) those used to gather self-perception data from the subjects.
Teacher C?-tegoriza!i~___:jJ'lstru!nents_.

Hawkins and Stoopsl concluded

from their study that the judgment of the principal was an effective means
for the

classifi~ation

of teachers.

Hence, in the current investigation a

letter was sent to each of the cooperating principals asking them to indicate on a simple card the instructional method and the general educational
orientation of the teachers they recommended for the study.

In the

letter~

instructional method was categorized as being (1) essentially traditionaldidactic, in which the teacher tells the students what they are to learn,
or (2) experimental-discovery, in which the students are led to
and discover for themselves the content of the subject.

explor't~

In defining the

general philosophical orientations of the teachers) three general categories were suggested.

These were described as being basically (1) con-

tent oriented, (2) student Qriented, or (3) social norms oriented. These
classifications were first suggested by Sorenson.2 A detailed definition

lEctward E. Hawkins and Emery Stoops~ JIObject"ive and Subjective
1e:1 i'i• P r s • 11 The J ourna 1 of

t-'""-----J,-U-t::-J~-++<rtl-~.-~--~oJ+l-.v+--IJ-\.~--W::U"'wd.wiW-ni-I:J~]-LF1-Lte::!.lnJlltle!JJnu...i.. n_arqy_

l:d u_~-a-ti-mTaj::-t~~~q_a:_r~c~h~v-o-1-.-59 :-s-(-,L\pr ;-l-;-19 66-) ,-pp-;-344_;_46 .

2sor·enson, .C!.P.. •

.f_i t.
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of these terms was presented in the definition of terms in Chapter I. The
definitions \'Jere included in the letter mailed to each principal.

A copy

of the letter with clarifying definitions and the card used for categorizing the teachers is included in Appendix A of this report .
. As a means of checking the validity of the principals' classificajf------t-icot"JS---Of-Ue--tea.-ehe~-s___ea_cb---±ecte-be!"-Wll.-S-iLlso_aske_d_to_a_na1y_ze_bet.s_e]_f_by,_______

completing the Sorenson Curriculum Study for Teacher Training Programs
Questionnaire.3 This questionnaire was designed by A. Garth Sorenson at
the University of California, Los Angeles, as a means of classifying
residerit public school teachers and student teachers in directed teaching
assignments.

It consists of two categories of items; general problem be-

haviors and educat·ional objectives.

The subjects are asked to ident-ify ·in

each item which of the three behaviors or objectives listed should be
given the highest and which the lowest priority in teacher education programs.

Of the three behaviors or objectives described in each item, one

is subject oriented, one is student oriented, and the other is social
norms oriented.

The subject's responses are then tallied according to

these three categories to determine the subject 1 s general orientation relative to long-range educational objectives.

The entire questionnaire is

included as Appendix B of this study.
~el.f::.J?i:.!.:.~~tion

data in_struments.

Self-concept and academic self-

concept were measured by the Coopersmith. Self-Esteem Inventory · (SEI). 4
''---!- - -

3lbid.
4coopetsmith, Q.P_· cit.
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This fifty-Hem 11 like me, unlike me 11 inventory was described in Chapter II

and a complete copy of the inventory is included as Appendix C of this report.

Total self-concept is derived from the number of high self-esteem

items the student marks from the possible fifty items of the inventory.

A

score of fifty would indicate the highest possible self-esteem.
In reporting his study, Coopersmith5 counted the number of positive
responses and then multiplied them by two in order that a total of one
hundred points would be possible.

Coopersmith reported that for most of

his samples the data resulted ·in a negatively skewed distribution.

The

means typically occurred between seventy and eighty with standard de vi ations of

approxi~ately

eleven to thirteen.

He suggested that the results

r:rlght we-ll vary \'i'ith differing samples.
Acadendc self-concept scores in the present study were derived by
counting the number of high esteem responses the subjects chose from the
sixteen items of the SEI which dealt specifically with peer-s~hool-academic
situations.

These sixteen items are enumerated in Appendix D.

A score of

sixteen would indicate the highest possible degree of self-esteem relative
to academic situations.
Locus of control was measured by the Crandall, Katkovsky, and
Crandall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire (IAR).6
The thirty-four items of this questionnaire were designed to measure the
degree to which the subject accepts internal responsibflity for both

•------------"'--I-b-icl-;;-.--------6crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall,

QQ.·

cit.

1-
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positive and negative aspects of learning situations.

Each item is

counted as one point, a total of thirty--four indicating wmplete internal
~

acceptance of responsibility for all learning situations.

---

A copy of the

complete instrument may be found in Appendix E of this report.
The rationale for selection and use of these three instruments was
-n----------"'.'described in detail in the review of l-iterature in Chapter II.
Resear:ch Desi__g_)J_
The research design of this exploratory study was patterned basically after Campbell and Stanley•s Des·ign 4 \vhich they describe as a true
experimental, Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design. 7 In the current
study, the tradit:lonal-didactic classrooms vJere designated as the
group, vlh·ile the
11

t~Xperimental-discovery

treatment 11 or 11 experimental 11 group.

••control·~

classrooms were considered as the

The pre and post test scores of

self-concept, academic self-concept, and locus of control constituted the
pre and post measurements of the dependent variables for statistical analysis, and the instructional method used was considered the independent
variable or treatment.
Po_Q_\!_l_ati on__C?.f_t_lle Study
A~

a preliminary step in developing a research plan, the investiga-

tor arranged a conference with James M. Reusswig, Superintendent of
Stockton Unified School District, and secured his permission to pursue the

--------t - - - - - - - - - 7 o ona la~r-.-ca:mrtJe-l-1-and----d u-lian-e-~-stanley-,E0~r-i me nt;al-~:.ll~:-Quas-i--------- - - ~_xJJ__~let~!_~_"!_ Q_esig!l_?_ for_ B_~_ear~ (Chicago: Rand ~1cNally and Company;
~
1963;, pp. 13-24.
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study.

The consensus reached at this meeting was that the schools in the

"cuHurally disadvantaged 11 area, commonly referred to as ·the "South of
Town, 11 might benefit most from such a study.

-

---

Mr. Reussv-lig suggested that

classrooms be used in the study from each of the five schools receiving
substantial Federal moneys on the basis of their being designated as
+-----~PO.Y....e.J'...cy s...c.hQoJ..s~__Ib_e.s_e___fi_\L._e_s_c_b_o_o~s_are

interspersed amonq the twent

elementary schools in the southern portion of the city.

Five additiona-l

"non-poverty" schools were randomly selected within the same geographical
area to assure a thorough cross section of the population.
The research sample of 168 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students
was drawn from thirteen selected classrooms of these ten participating
schools.

The 302 students in these classrooms for which there was com-

plete data were sorted into the eight cells that comprise a basic three
way analysis of variance design.

The cell having the least subjects,

twenty-one, determined the number of subjects needed in each ce 11 for
analyticai purposes.

Meredith 1 s Table of Random NumbersB was used on the

last two digits of the identification code of the students to reduce the·
number in each cell to twenty-one subjects.
of 168 students

\~ith

This produced a total sample

each set of variables having e·ighty-four subjects.

An analysis of the subjects relative to the sex and ethnic background variables is presented in Table I.

For analytical purposes, the

students were categorized as being either white or non-white based upon
information

supplie~

by the Stockton Unified School District.

1---~-------------------·--·---·--

Those
--------·--------

·---------Bwilliam Meredith, Basic Mathematical and Statistical Tables for

f.~S!2]_.Q_9t. and Educat!.2Jl (New York: McG-raw-HillBook Co., l967T~-p-:

Xis·.
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students whose ethnic background vJas designated as being

11

Negro, 11

11

Spanis~

Surname, 11 and Others, 11 including Orientals, American Indians and other
non-whites_. were categoried as being non-white in this study.

Those desig-

nated as being 11 0ther White, 11 a·term used by the Stockton Unified School
District, constituted the white subjects of the present study.
The subjects were all in the intermediate grades: four, five, and
six.

The rationale for selecting this general age group was presented in

complete form in both Chapters I and II, and was based primarily upon the
conclusion that students in these grades have generally developed a sense

of awareness of themselves as human beings and are capable of rationally
responding to questionnaires in group testing situations.
TABLE I
ETHNIC AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH SAMPLE
Number

Percentage

Boys

Girls

White

84

50

42

42

Non·-whi te*

84

50

42

42

'168

100

84

84

Totals

========= ========. ::------·------==--=----- =========
* Includes Negro, Spanish Surname, Orientals, American Indians and other
non-whites
Procedural Outline
Once the schools for the study had been designated, it was
to select specific classes and teachers, for the investigation.

~ossible
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I~ach.§?_t~_A_nd__ .f]_0_ssroom

selection.

A conference was held with the

principals of each of the selected schools to secure their cooperation and
-

assistance in the study.

They were asked to suggest one or two good

teachers in grades four, five, or six, who might be willing to participate
in a research study dealing with the self-concept development of the
- f , ' - - - - - - -_

___;:,c:;_twJen.ts_j_n_ihe__ir____j"f!.S_pec t i ve cl asses .

In an attempt to de f i ne mi ni mul

qualifications for the term "good teacher" the researcher suggested the
fo 11 owing cr-iteria:
1. A minimum of two years of experience which, in the
pr·ofessional judgment of the principal, would be
considered successful.
2.

The academic progress of the students in the teachers
class had been consistent and satisfactory.

3.

The rapport between the teacher and students had been
sat·i sfactory.

4.

The teacher would be one who, in the professional judgment
of the principal~ would be rated in most aspects as being
either an outstanding or a superior teacher.

The cooperation of the teachers thus recommended was tHen solicited
and secured by both the principal and the researcher.

In an attempt to

limit changes in teaching style and to keep bias at a minimum, the
teachers were not given any information except that the project involved a
doctoral candidate studying the self-concept of the students in their
classrooms,

~nd

that it would take about two

testing purposes.

hour~

of their class time for

Each teacher was later asked, as a favor to the

researcher, to respond to the Curriculum-Study for

teachers in his charge.

Teache~

Training Pro-

These questionnaires were used as a basis for

---
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determining the educational

go~l

orientation of the teachers.

The re-

searcher also visited each teacher's classroom on at least two occasions
to observe first

ha~d

the general instructional methodology used.

The classrooms finally selected for the study were those where
there was complete agreement behveen the principal, the teacher (as indi~~-----~~~~__.._:aLeJLb.Y____tb_e~S_or_p.n_s_an

OuestionnaireL and the researcher, relative to the

method of instruction used.

If there was lack of agreement relative to

either method or educational orientation, the class was excluded from the
study.

There were finally thirteen classes that were selected to partici-

pate in the study.

The traditional-didactic method of instruction pre-

vailed in seven of the classes, vJhile the experimental-discovery method
was the principle means of instruction used in the remaining six participating classrooms.
Se1f-PerceQtion Data Collection
During the first two weeks of the school year the investigator
administered the SEI and
for the study.

t~e

IAR questionnaires in the classes

s~lected

Each questionnajre was administered iri a separate session

of approximately one-half hour.

Students were presented an

IBt~

mark-

-sensed answer card, a scoring pencil, and a copy of the questionnaire for
reference purposes.

Each item was then orally presented to the group and

they were given time to respond:
The data thus collected provided the Self-Concept, Academic Selffor the students.
After eighteen weeks of treatment, at the beginning of the second semester,

-

---
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this same procedure was followed to secure the post-treatment data.

II.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

The purpose of the present research was to explore the relationship
betwee11 the sclf-c6ncept, academic self-concept and locus of control and

· to re 1ate each o-F the three

of perceptua 1 data to the two basic

.s~ts

..

.~·F :\·~:~

methuds of instruction, defi~~e;a as traditional-didactic and experimental~ discovery.

.. t'{~~),1.~·~.-,~

An analysis of va~;f~h;~r· vms done to determine 'if sex and ethr

.".:~,w~~t=

nic background were significa~~·""~i·ndependent factors in this relationship.
18~·1

cards vtere punched to indic0.te (1) student ident'ification,

(2) instructional method, (3) sex, (4) ethnic background, (5) pre and post
SEI scores, (6) pre
post IAR scores.

a~d

post Academic Self-Concept scores, and (7) pre and

With this data punched into the cards it was possible

for an electronic computer

to

ana ·lyze the data.

The three major hypotheses were concerned with the relationship
between teaching method

phenomenological data.

Each of these sets

of data constituted a s

cet of the study.

analysis of variance was

determine whether the minor variables of

sex and ethnic background

e students were significant factors in this

relationship.
minm'~

Each facet of the study then consisted of a major, two

and four interaction hypotheses.
l.

A three-way, factorial,

These facets and hypotheses are:

Total Self-Cone_

~~~joc_.hJ.J'~Q!:h~s i~.·

The expef'imenta ·1--d·i scovery used ·in a c1ass room

l
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will be significantly better than the traditional-didactic method in terms

of improvement in total self-concept.
Minor hypotheses.
1.

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed are:

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, girls
will score significantly higher than boys in self-concept.

2.

In relation to t e

tradiTiona.l-experinientaia1mension~hit·e;;-----'----

will score significantly higher than non-whites in selfconcept.
The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed
-

are:

-

-

'

1.

Ther·e wi 11 be a significant interaction between teaching
method and sex.

')
'-•

There will be a significant interaction between teaching
method and ethnic background.

3.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, there
will be a significant interaction between sex and ethnic
background.

4.

There will be a significant interaction between teaching
method, sex and ethnic background.

~~joY:_.)}YJ20thes i.~·

The experimenta 1-di scovery method used in a

!
,
--f-----

method in terms of

improvemE~nt

·in academic self-concept.
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Mi no!:_lliQOtheses.

1.

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed are:

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, girls
will score significantly higher than boys in academic selfconcept.

2.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, whites
will score significantly higher than non-whites in academic
self-concept.

Interaction hypotheses.

The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed

are:
1.

There will be a significant interaction betvveen teach1ng
method and sex.

2.

There will be a significant interaction between teaching
method and ethnic background.

3.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, there
~tJill

be a significant inter-action between sex and ethnic

background.
4.

There will be a significant interaction between teaching
~ethod,

Facet 3:

sex and ethnic background.

Locus of Control

~ajo_r:__h_l'pothesis.

The experimental-discovery method used in a

classroom will be significantly better than the traditional-didactic
method in terms of improvement in locus of control.
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-Minor _bx_potheses.
1.

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed are:

In relation to the traditional-experimental -dimension,
girls

\~ill

score significantly higher than boys in locus

of control.
2.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension,
whites will score significantly higher than non-whites in
locus of control.

Interaction hypotheses.

The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed

are:
l.

There will be a significant interaction between teiching
method and sex.

2.

There will be a significant interaction between teaching
method and ethnic background.

3.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, there
wi 11 be a significant interaction between sex and ethnic
background.

4.

There will 'be a significant interaction between teaching
method, sex and

~thnic

background.

A fourth facet of the study was concerned with correlations between
the various measurements of self-perception.

Three specific hypotheses

were stated relative to these relationships.
Facet 4:

Carre 1ati on a1

~oth_~~es_

•-------~--1]-,-:r-he~e-w-i-1-l-be-a-s-i gn-i-f-i Gant-Go ~~e-la-t-ion-b etvJee n-th e-tota-1---

Coopersmith ?elf-Esteem Inventory and the Crandall, Katkovsky,
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Crandall Lotus of Control Scale.
2.

There will be a s·ignificant correlation

betv~een

the academic

self-concept, as measured by subscales of the Coopersmith
Inventory, and the Locus of Control Scale.
3.

The Academic Self-Concept - Locus of Control correlation will
be significantly higher than the Self-Esteem Inventory ··
Locus of Control correlation.

Pearson product-moment correlations were done to test the validity
of these hypotheses.

In this chapter the writer has (l)

d~scribed

the instruments used

in the collectiori of perceptual data, (2) explained the method of selection of the subjects, (3) defined his population and samples, (4) outlined the procedures used for collection of the data, (5) stated the
hypotheses, and (6) outlined the statistical
various hypotheses.

procedUi~es

used to test the

The next chapter presents an analysis of the data

in the terms outlined in this chapter.

-

---

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATIONOF THE COLLECTED DATA AS
REVEALED BY THE INVESTIGATION.
It was the primary purpose of Ul"is study to consider the effects of

termediate grade students.

A second purpose of the study was to explore

the relationship between three instruments designed to measure self perception.

These instruments were:

Inventory (SEIL (2) the

(l) the Coopersmith Self-Esteem

Crandall~

Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual

Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire (IAR), and (3) an Academic Self-·
Concept Inventory (ASC), which cons·lsted of two subscales of the
Coopersm·i th SEI.
The data gathered by

~eans

of each of these three instruments were

treated as separate facets of the total study.

The variables of teaching

method, ethnic background and the sex of the subjects were considered ·Jn
analyzing the data from each instruxent.

Guilfordl states that the actual

relationship between measured vadables in psychology and education are by
no means as simple as a one to one relationship; that there are generally
a multiplicity of factors involved.

Kerlinger2 in discussing this same

general interrelationship suggests that it is helpful to study combinations

-------·---·
lJ. P. Guilf?rd, fJ:fDdament~l. 5_t_ati~-~ in Ps_l'chology an_s!_ -~-ducatiQ.~.
_ _ _ _ ____, ~ 1 Book Compa-lrt'1Yrf.',,--rl-':t~~65~-n-ph,-f)-•.---;:3~9f-t:2-..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2Fred N. Kerl i nger, f_<?_un_Qa ti on~ ot ~_eh_~vi o_ra l ~es,ear~b_ (New York:
Holt, Rineha·rt, and Winston, Inc., 1964}, p. 213.
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of factors.

Th~

investigator, therefore, selected a three way analysis

of variance research design for analyzing the data because it allowed the

~---

three independent variables to be considered both separately and simultaneously in relationship to the dependent variables concerned in each
facet of the study.

1.

Specifically, each set of data was subjected to a

Discover if the experimenta 1-di scovery method of ·instruction
was significantly better than the traditional-didactic method
in terms of improving the general self perception of the
students.

2.

Measure the possible differences in improvement in self perception between males and females involved in the study.

3.

Assess the possible differences in improvement in self percep!

i.

tion which might be due to the differing ethnic backgrounds of
the subjects.
The data were also analyzed to consider the interaction effects of
the independent variables of sex and race to:
1.

Discover if there was a significant interaction betl'/een the.
instructional method

2.

us~d

and the sex of the subjects.

Find whether there was a significant interaction between instructional method and ethnic background of the subjects.

3.

Determine if in relation to the traditional-experimental in··
structional dimensioh, there was a significant interaction

4.

Assess

~hether

there was a significant triple interaction
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between teaching method, sex and ethnic background in relat"ion
to the self perception improvement of the subjects.
Pearson product moment correlational procedures were also applied
to the data to:
1.

Determine whether a significant correlation existed between the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem

Inventor~

(SEI) and the Crandall,

Katkovsky, and Crandall Locus of Control Scale (IAR).
2.

Find whether a significant correlation exists between the
Academic Self-Concept (ASC) and the Locus of Control (IAR).

In order to make an analysis of the data, the researcher arranged
to have the pertinent information punched into IBM cards for processing
by an International. Business Machines 360 computer.

The results of this

processing are presented in a number of tables included in this chapter.
They are analyzed and explained in the follovving pages.
The dependent variables in this research study were the phenomenological data gathered fr6m the students involved in the investigation.
The gains or losses cited in the analysis of the data refer to gains or
losses in total scores between the pre and the post tests.
li_ormaJ__sr_ of Score Di stri buti ons
The researcher was concerned relative to the normalcy of the distribution of scores obtained from his population sample.

Due to the large

number of subjects involved ·in the study, 168, the normalcy. of the distribution of scores was checked b using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 3 test for
3Gu1lford,
.
op. cit., pp. 264-65.
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larger samples.

(A form of chi-square which has been adjusted for use

with samp 1es very much greater than 30).
The pre) post, and change scores for each of the three dependent
variables vJere analyzed for normalcy by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test for larger samples.
11-------_____,2_CJ>Ll:>~s wE~re

computed.

The results for each of these nine sets of

The quartile points for each d·i s tri buti on were

computed from the group's mean and standard deviation.
scores were then

t~llied

All of the test

into the appropriate quartile range, and the

obtained frequencies were compared to that which would be expected if the
distribution of the scores was normal.

The breakdown for expected versus

observed Ci!.tegories for t'he nine sets of test scores fs presented in
Ti~ble

IL

Exact probabilities for discrete groupings were computed for each
distribution of scores, and these probabilities were checked against the
criterion level of .05 to determine significance.

On the basis of these

comparisons, the investigator concluded that the distributions of all
scores used in the _reported analyses of variance tended to be approximately normal.
Facet 1:

Tota.·l

SeH-Conc~

The major, minor, and interaction hypotheses related to this facet
of the investigation stated in null form are:
Maj_Q_.r__by__p_g_tb_esis.

There will be no significant difference between

the-tradi-ti-ona-1-and-the--experimen'C-a-1--method-in--t-erms-of--se-lf--GonG@pt~a-S--

measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI).

,~---~

T,l\BLE II
A STATISTICAL CHECK OF THE NORMALCY OF SEI,
CHI-SQUARE ESTHitATED FROM THE

ASC~

AND IAR TEST SCORES USING

KO!ViOLGOROV-S~1IRNO V

STATISTI~ D**
I

-·

I

------

--~·

.
.

-·-·<>

Observed

Above

f

-

.k

+

Chanj@e

Pre

ASC

J.\S:L-

IAR

Post
IAR

Change
IAR

49

53

31

42

43

34

vO

·~(')

39

40

49

44

36

50

38

53

28

28

. 45

Lj1
'!

48

45

36

46

37

~?
:;,,_

47

43

41

41

39

168

168

168

168

168

1681

168

168

168

.225*

.250*

.280*

.105*

. .' 10*
'

•,"n*
!Vvl

•1?8*

.163*

.090*

Post
SEI

Change
SEI

ASC

42

38

43

40

4"
.C:.

44

41

.675s.d.)

42

50

.675 s.d.

42
168

Exp•d

I

post

Pre
SEI

I

.675 S.d.

X to tiX + .675 s.d.)

P1~e

i

"+vO ex
A

I
I

k
Be 1ow 1x

-

Tota 1 ·

·~
t"'·

=

,

..J

"

-

I

* Not Significant

l===================
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M·i l!QI_ hypotheses.

1.

In

relat~on

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed ar-e:
to the

boys

traditional-~xperimental dimensioh~

will not score significantly higher than girls in selfconcept as measured by the SEI.
2.

In relation to the traditional-experimental

dimension~

whites

will not score significantly higher than non-whites in selfconcept as measured by the SEI.
In~er_9-cti,9_n_bypothese~. ·

The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed

are:
1.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching
method and sex as measured by the SEI.

2.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching method and ethnic background as measured by the SEI.

3.

In relation to the traditional-experimental

dimension~

there

w·i 11 be no significant interaction between sex and ethnic
background as measured

4.

by

the SEI.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching
method$ sex, and ethn·i c background as measured by the SEI.

f.\JJ.C!J.Ys i ~_Qf_ Vari anc~.

Data in Table II I presents the resuH of an

analysis of variance for change "in total seH-concept as measured by
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory.

th~::

The independent variables were: (1)

Instructional method, (2) Sex, and (3) Race.
t----------.

concept

Ne ne-(;lf-t-h e-~r-a-tA-Gs--f.r-om-th @...-ana-l.y-s~-S-Of-va d a nce-f.or_tota _se
chang(~

-I~-_ _

proved to be statistically signif·icant beyond the .05 level

TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE OF

CHi\r~GE

IN TOTAL SELF-CONCEPr SCORES
'

soL

ss

df

ce

MS

sig.

F

-

I

Method

l.

0.2917

0.2917

.0068

NS

Sex

1.

5.7202

5.7202

. 1341

NS

Race

1.

15.4821

15.4821

.3630

NS

Sex

1.

1.3393

1. 3393

.0314

NS

Race

1.

102.1488

102.1488

2.3951

NS

r~ethod.
I

Method!
I
I

Sex X R ce

_

l.

0.0535 .

0.0535

.0012

NS

1.

2.6246

2.6246

.0615

NS

160.

6823.6172

. 167.

6951.2773

!

Methodj

~

Sex X Race

i

Withi nl
.

Total

I

I
I
I

I

]

f Degrees of freedom
SS Sum of squares
M~ r Mean squares

Key-d~

r

~

~

.

F = Test for signfficancl
sig. = Significance
NS = Not significant

I

co
..,.

II

I"

I

I Ir

~. 1-L.

1.11
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of sign-ificance.
The interactioR of the instructional method and sex variables did
not produce a statistically significant

diffe~ence.

Therefore, the total

self-concept of males and females did not differ significantly in relation
to the instructional method used and the null hypothesis that there wo0ld
·be no method b sex interaction was accepted.
Similarly, the interaction between the instructional method and
racial variables did not produce a statistically significant difference;
no significant changes in self-concept can be attributed to the interaction of these two variables.

The null hypothesis that there would be no

method by race interaction was accepted.
The interaction for the variables of sex by race also did not produce a statistically significant difference.

Thus, there were no signifi-

cant differences found in total self-concept change which could be
attributed to the interaction of sex and race and the null hypothesis that
there would be no sex by race interaction was accepted.
Likewise, the triple interaction of the variables of instructional
method, sex; and race did not produce a significant variance.

Therefore,

each of these three independent variables did not have a significant
effect on or interaction with the other variables.

The null hypothesis,

that there would be no method by sex by race interaction, was accepted.

As a result of these findings, all null. hypotheses in relation to
the total self-concept

~s

measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem

t------1-nve nter-y-eetJ-1d-be-aGGepted-.-.- - -
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Means of independent variables.

The analysis of variance design

'

- -

used in the i nves ti ga ti on a 11 owed the differences among phenomena to be
studied.

The data produced by such a design gave infot·mation relative

to the means of the independent variables.
Tables IV through VIII.

These means are presented in

Inasmuch as no statistically significant differ-

ences were found, _DO further __a_ll_al.)'!;_i_~'.'[a_~_it~__OY'~er.

These tables are

presented solely for informational purposes.

TABLE IV
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:
WHITE SUBJECTS

---------------·--·----------=============
--

-·----·-·---------·---------

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL
Male
Female

Totals

I

1.43

~+1 _-o_.,_4_

L_,_;g_o_
1.67

_,

Totals
0.64

o. 19

1.05

0.02

0.85

-

----------
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TABLE V

1-

i;
- -

MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:
NON-WHITE SUBJECTS

..
,---,----------

--=----=--:::....::::::::..::-_=:_:::::_:::=:==::===================··---EXPERIMENTAL

CONTROL

TOTALS

~--

Totals

0.71

1.45

2.19

-----------·-----------·-------~-·-

------·------··--------

TABLE VI
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:
ALL SUBJECTS
---·-------

EXPERIMENTAL
Male
Female

I

--

--r-

~~-~o___j

I

CONTROL
I.

0.83

I

0.96

J

1.33

I

1.29

1.38

~--------+0~~~----l-.-l-9

~~1-1

I

TOTALS

LJ.5

------

B8

!ABLE VII·
MEAN

CHANGE

SCORES

FOR

SELF-CONCEPT

TOTAL

BY

I~E'fl!OD

RACE:

J\ND

i

ALL SU!3,JECTS

..
------

.,....,.,. ___ ....._..,.____ ..__..,,_.,,~-•-••-o.-.o.----------·-----·------·~··--~•••O.·-·~·,.•--·--..,.•-...;-'"---..o-<._.•-~---•s••-- .. --·-·-••-•-.-.. -~-..--.-·--•

CONTROL

EXPERH·iENT/\L

TOTALS

---- .---- - ---- -- ------ -- I 0.85

r---···~--_--··---.-----~=r~==·-~----·=·-=---=·]

Hhite

I.

1.67

0.02

-_. ___ ---.. .~--. --·----~r---------~--~~-------1
Non-·Hhite

0

L--~m~.:•--·•--•··-- ----~ -·-~ -~ -~•· - · - ·.1

'1.4-5

To ta 1s.
..

~

..

___ , .. ,.,.... t-...,.__,.. ___ , _ _ .. ______ ~···--··----------··--·--.,..- .. _____ ....... _~~-·- ......... ·-----·---·---~---------·-------···-··-··--·---·-..•·-.---;··--._..... _____ ~----

·- ,_,.,,_,

----··--·-·•-~~-----• ---···-•""''~__..,..,

_ _ ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ ,,_ ___ •••••

-~-·-···-···•-•••••••-•--•·-.,,-~

.. -·--•n•.,._...,, __ .., --••• __ ,..,.,._, -••

--·~-~-

,,.._,_

••~•-•·-•-·-·--~

••

TABLE VIII

MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT BY SEX AND RACE:
ALL SUBJECTS

l1l'\LE

FEMALE

TOT.C\LS

0.85

Hhite

1.45
0,96 '
<•»--... ~·- ...... ~ .... --:.. ,;,._--,.-" .,~-··· -~ ........ -

- - · - · · · - - ..- - -

-~,_ .. ., .,_~,.,,,_,_~·~-

1.:n

.. -~.-----···· ··--~···------ · · · - - - - · - · ---·-~- - - - . - -..- - - ... ----·---~ ..... - - - : - - -.... ---~·------ ------~---- ... -~---··---

,,....,_, ....... _ _ . ..__._ .. , _ _ ..,_._,..,., _ _ _ ._.._..__. ____ ~•...--'"-''"'' _ _ _ _ _ - - - - " " - - . -....._.._,,.,;....,....,.,~-~.--~--·~•• - •
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Facet 2: __t\cademi~~lf··~Q!!cept
The major, minor, and interaction hypotheses related to this facet
of the investigation stated in null form are:
l~aj o.r_.bY.Q.Q.thes is.

There wi rJ be no s i gni fi cant difference between

the traditional and the experimental method.in terms of academic

self~

concept as measured by selected items from the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory (SEI).
Minor hypotheses.
1.

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed are:

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, boys
---~---

will not score significantly higher than girls in academic
self-concept as measured by selected items from the SEI.

2.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, whites
will not score significantly higher than non-whites in aca-

cemic self-concept as measured by selected items from the
SEI.

Inter_?cti on

hypot~se~.

The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed

are:
1.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching
method and sex as measured by selected items from the SEI.

2.

There w"ill be no significant interaction between teaching
method and ethnic background as measured by selected items

3.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, there

-

:

TABLE IX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE OF CHANGE IN l\CADEMIC SELF-CONCEF T SCORES
--- -- -.

'

So~r ce

ss

df

~'!S

sigo

F

·-·----M-··---

I

i"lethod

l.

0.7202

007202

o0943

NS

Sex

l.

604821

6o4821

o8489

NS

Race

l.

1903393

19o3393

2o5329

NS

Hethod ~ Sex

1.

20.7202

200 7202

2 07138

NS

1.

8.14-88

801488

1 00672

NS

1.

"! .3393

lo3393

01754

NS

1.

6.4822

604822

08490

NS

160

122106189

706351

167

128408508

.,

Method X Race
i

I

x Rae e
Method f Sex
Sex

•

I
!

Within

.

X Race

I

Tota1

F = Test for significancJ
sigo = Significance
NS = Not significant

df ] Degrees of freedom
ss ] Sum of squares
MS Mean squares

Key

.
1.0

0

-

-

.

·~

.

-

-

I

I

-,-----.---··--

-

----

.. .

-- ..

-

--

-----

I ...

I~

,.

I

I

I

I' .c:IT·.

--··

'

'

:
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will be no significant interaction between sex and ethnic
background as
4.

~easured

by selected items from the SEI.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching
method, sex, and ethnic background·as measured by selected
items from the SEI.

f..najys·is of Varfance.
of

Table IX presents the result of an analysis-

variance for change in academic self-concept as measured by selected

Hems from the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory.

The independent

varic-Jbles \•Jere:. (l) Instructional method, (2) Sex, and (3) Race.
None of the F ratios from the analysis of variance for academic
,~~~

self-concept change proved to be statistically significant beyond the .05
level of significance.
The interaction of the instructional method and sex variables did
not produce a statistically significant difference.

Therefore, the aca-

demic self-concept of males and females did not differ significantly in
relation to the instructional method used and the null hypothesis that
there would be no method by sex i nteract·i on was accepted.
Sim-ilarly, the interaction between the instructional method and
racial variables did not produce a statistically significant difference;
no significant changes in

acade~ic

interact·ion of these two variables.

self-concept can be attributed to the
The null hypothesis that there would

be no method by race interaction was accepted.
The interaction for the variables of sex by race also did not produce a statistically significant difference.

Thus, there were no signifi-

cant differences found in academic self-concept change which could be

attributed to the interaction of sex and

rae~
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/•

and the null hypothesis that

i

there vwuld be no sex.by race interaction was accepted.
Likewi~e,

the triple interaction of the variables of instructional

method, sex, and race did not produce a significant variance.

Therefore,

each of these three independent variables did not have a significant
effect on or interaction with the other variables.

The null hypothesis, that

there would-be no method by sex.by race interaction, was accepted.
As a result of these findings, all null hypotheses in relation
to the academic self-concept as measured by selected items from the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory could be accepted.
Ij_eo.ns__g..f__i_t:~rl~~nden_t

vari~~1e_~-·

The analysis of variance design

used in the investigation allowed the differences among phenomena to be
studied.

TfH:~

data. produced by such a design gave information relative to

the means of the independent variables.
Tables X through XIV.

These means are presented in

Inasmuch as no statistically significant differ-

ences were found, no further analysis was in order.

These tables are

presented solely for informational purposes.
Facet 3:

Locus of Control

---··--·---~---------

The major, minor, and interaction hypotheses related to this facet
of the ·investigat·ion stated in nun form are:
M(!_jo~__by12.Qthesis.

There w'ill be no signif-icant difference between

the traditional and the experimental method in terms of locus of control
as measured by the Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandal.l Intellectual
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TABLE X
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:
WHITE SUBlJECTS

-----=-·-__..=-...::::-~: =·=·-==============================
CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL

TOTALS

·r-------·-----r
I

--

fv\a 1e

I

-0.67

-

I

-0 ~_14 .

-0.40

t

Female
Totals

1.00

-0.67

0.17

-0.40

J

0.17
-0.12

TABLE XI
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:
NON-WHITE SUBJECTS

======--=========Male

~-----0.14

Female

-~-

Totals
-----~-··~------·----·

0.40

TOTI\LS

CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL

I

I

e _ 6_
1.

0.67
0.71

1

0.45
0.67

1

0.56
--------------
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TABLE XII
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND SEX:

TABLE XII I
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT BY METHOD AND RACE:
ALL SUBJECTS
========--=-==-=--=-==-=-=-=--·-·~
----------------·
===============

EXPERIMENTAL
White
Non-White
lotals

CONTROL

TOTALS

I -0.;--~

-0.12

l__ _D·40 --~-0.7~~

0.56

0.17

u.~~

0-:-15

0-;-Z.Z----------
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TABLE XIV
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR

ACADE~1IC

SELF-CONCEPT BY SEX AND RACE:

;--

1:

ALL SUBJECTS

_--_---=--------------============-=========--=___:=.-=--=-= - - - - - - - - \~hi

I

te

Non-White
Totals

t

MALE

FEMALE

-0.40

0.13

-~

...------l
L_~:67 · _

o.4s___
0.02

TOTALS

0.42

I

-0.12
0.56
0.22

========-=--------Achievement Responsibility (IAR) Quest·ionnaite.
Min_Qr h,'iP.otj]es_es.

1.

The minor hypotheses to be analyzed are:

In relation to the traditional=experimental dimension, boys
will not score significantly higher than girls in locus of
control as measured by the IAR.

2.

In relation to the traditional-experimental dimension, whttes
will not score significantly higher than non-whites in locus
of control as measured by the IAR.

Inter:~-~_tion

!JYJjOtheses.

The interaction hypotheses to be analyzed

are:
1.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching
met oa ana sex as measurea-by tne--r-A-R•--=-.-------------'------;----

2.

There will be no significant interaction between teaching

96

method and ethnic background as measured by the IAR.
3.

In relation 'to the traditional-experimental· dimension, there
wil i be no s i gni fi cant ·i ntel~acti on between sex and

(~thni c

-

----------

background as measured by the IAR.
4.

There \'llill be no significant interact·ion between teaching
method, sex, and ethnic background as measured by

Analysis of Variance.

the

IAR.

Table XV presents the tesult of an analysis

of variance for change in locus of control as measured by the Crandall,
Katkovsky9 and Crandall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire.

The independent variables were: (l) Instructional method, (2)

and (3)

Race.

Sex~

None 6f the F ratios from the analysis of variance for locus of
control change proved to be statistically significant beyond the .05 leve·l
of s i gnif·i cance.
The interaction of the instructional method and sex variables did
riot produce a statistically significant difference.

Therefore, the locus

of control of males and females did not differ significantly in relation
to the instructional method used and the null hypothesis that there would
be no method by sex interaction v-1as accepted.
Similarly,. the interaction between the instructional method and
racial variables did not produce a statistically significant difference;
no significant changes in locus of control can be attributed to the intert+etrt-e-f----t-h-es-e-t-we-v-a-l"-i-a-b--l-e-5--;---l=-he-nl:l--l-l-~:Y-!30t--Re-s--i-s-t--l:!a-t-tJl-@-~-we+u-lcLb.e-.W-'noV-------

method by race

int~raction

was accepted.

I ~
I

TABLE XV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE OF GH/\NGE IN LOCUS OF CONTROL

~SCORES

I

£

df
---~---------

----

ss

t1S

sig.

F

----------

Method

l.

3. "i486

3.1486

.1571

NS

Sex

1.

2.1486

2.1486

.1072

NS

Race

l.

5.7201

5.7201

.2854

Method X Sex

l.

0.1490

0.1490

Method X Race

l.

0.1490

Sex X ace

l.

Method X Sex X Race

l.

NS

. 007 4

NS

0.1490

.0074

NS

63.1490

63.1490

3.1513

NS

7.2904

7.2904

.3638

NS

20.0387

Within

I

3206.1909

Total

I

3287.9456

Key df = Degrees of freedom
SS = Sum of squares
MS = Mean squares

~

~

F = Test for significance
sig. = Significance
NS = Not significant

<.0

-.....:

---1-- ---

-~~----------~~·~

--

],.- -,

I
!

iLl I

1:.
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The interaction for the variables sex by race also did not produce
a statistically significant difference.

Thus, there were no significant

differences found in locus of control change which could be attributed to
the interaction of sex and race and the null hypothesis that there would
be no sex by race interaction was accepted.
l .._i~e\'jise_, th_e_tY'iple interaction of the variables of instr'uctional
method, sex, and race did not produce a significant variance. ·Therefore,
each of these three independent variables did not have a significant effect on or interaction with the other variables.

Ths null hypothesis,

that there would be no method by sex by race interaction, was accepted.
As a result of these findings, all null hypotheses in relation to
the locus of control as measured by the Ctandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall
.Intel"lectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire could be accepted.
tl~.J.l~Q.Lind~ende_Dj__l{_ariables.

The analysis of variance design

used in the investigation allowed the differences among phenomena to be
studied.

The data produced by such a design gave information relative to

the

of the independent variables.

nh~ans

Tables XVI through XX.

These means are presented in

Inasmuch as no statistically significant differ-

ences were found, no further analysis was in order.

These tables are

presented solely for informational purposes.
f_-q_ce!:_i~~.9r~~J..9_tions

of Self-Concept and Locus of Co_nt!ol.

The three hypotheses relative to the relationship existing between
-the three instruments used to measure the self-perception of the su6jects
stated in null form are:
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TABLE XVI
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR LOCUS OF CONTROL BY METHOD AND SEX:
WHITE SUBJECTS

~

------ - - - -

--------------

EXPERmENTfl.L .

!

0.62

rvta 1e

--------!
I
;
0.76
I

0.69

j

2.14

I

I

f--------i.

Femule

I

2.43

TOTALS

CONTROL

1.86

I
Totals

l. 52

1.31

l. 42

:::.-=..__---------===-=-====:::::-=-=::·-=--:=::::.:-====-'-===::=::::===: ====================·

---------

TABLE XVII
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR LOCUS OF CONTROL BY METHOD AND SEX:
NON-WHITE SUBJECTS

=:-=-·--··---.::.-========

---·----------·

CONTROL

EXPERifv1ENTAL
rvtale

Female

1.95

I

I "

----r~

0.48

-----

TOTALS

1.14

l. 55

0.62

0.55

t-----------+<TW.-s----+-.-2...:11-----0-..-88----l~05·----------
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TABLE XVII I
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR LOCUS OF CONTROL BY METHOD AND

SEX~

. ALL SUBJECTS

TABLE XIX
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR LOCUS OF CONTROL BY METHOD AND RACE:
ALL SUBJECTS

CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL
White

1.52

Non-white

1.21

T t 1s

1 . .37

1

·~~-1-·-1

=t_o~e~
1.10

TOTALS
1.42
1.05
1. 23

· ------------------
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TABLE XX
MEAN CHANGE SCORES FOR LOCUS OF CONTROL BY SEX AND RACE:
ALL SUBJECTS

MALE

-

FEMALE

TOTALS

-- .r:---.- - - - - - r - - - - - - 1

White

0.69

2.14

Non-white

1.55

0.55

Totals

1.12

1.35

1.42

I

1.05
l. 23

---------------------~------~---------------

-------------------------

1.

There will not be a significant correlation between total selfconcept as measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory
and locus of control as measured by the Crandall, Katkovsky,
and Crandall Intellectual Responsibility Questionnaire.

2.

There will not be a significant correlation between academic
self-concept as measured by items selected from the Coopersmith
Self-Esteem Inventory and locus of control as measured by the
Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual Ach-ievement
Responsibility Questionnaire.

3.

The academic self-concept - locus of control correlation, as
measured by selected items from the SEI and the IAR respectively, will not be significantly hiaher than the total self-conc.ept
- locus of control correlation, as measured by the SEI and the
IAR.

---

------

---
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Pearson product-moment correlations.

A Pearson r correlational

matrix was computed by the International Business Machine computer providing correlations between the pre, post, and change scores for each of the
dependent variables:
Coopel~smith

___by

(l) total self-concept as measured by the

Self-Esteem Inventory, ( 2) academic self-concept as measured

s~lec_tf;d it~ms

fromtheCoopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, and (3)

locus of control as measured by the Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall
Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire.

Tables XXI, XXII,

and XXIII are abstracts from the printout compiled by the computer.

An

r of 0.159 would be required for the correlation to be statistically significant at the .05 level which has been established as the minimum level

~--

i
I

for significance in this study.
!jypothesis ·1.

Both pre and post test scotes as

indicat~'d

in Tables

XXI and XXII indicate a significant positive correlation exceeding the .01
1eve 1 between total self-concept as measured by the SEI and 1ocus of control as measured by the IAR.

On the basis of these findings, the null

hypothesis that there was no correlation between these two measures was
rejected.
t!YQ_otb.es i s__ _g_.

The correlation of academic self-concept as measured

by items selected from the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory and locus of
control, as measured by the Crandal'l, Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual
Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire based upon the pre test scores as
indicated in Table XXI very nearly approaches the .05 level of significance.

The correlation of the post test scores as indicated in Table XXII
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TABLE XXI
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS:

Self-concept
Academic Self-concept
Locus of Control

PRt TEST SCORES

1.000
0.804
0.254

1.000
0.143

1.000
~--

N = 168

df = 160

-----------·-····-·-

r of 0. 159

= p ~, 05

TABLE XXII
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS:

POST TEST SCORES

·-=========-===-=-=-=··========================:A;::c==;:adem k
Self -Con~_eP.!___~~ lf -Co.0_<::-pt Locus of Con tro 1
Self-concept
Academic Self-concept
· . Locus of Contro 1

N = 168

1.000

0.837
0.355
df

1. 000

1 .000

0.308

= 160

r c.f 0.159

= p<. .05

TABLE XXIII
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS:

CHANGE SCORES
AcademiC

Se1 f-Concept
Self-concept
Academic Self-concept
Locus of Control

N = l68

--------·----.-~

·~----·

Se 1f-Coi'!~!~Q!_J._2.~~-~-Q.f__ContrQJ__

1.000

0.685
0.203
df

= 160

1 .000
0.140

1.000

r of 0.159

=

p <. 05
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substantially exceeds the minimal ratio required for the .01 level of
significance.

On the basis of these findings, the-null hypothesis that

there \<Jas no corr-elation between these two measures cou"ld be rejected.
-~~l~~is

3.

Data in Table XXIII presents the correlation of the

change scores obtained from the subjects on each of the three instruments.
- - - - --

---- -----

---

A test for the differences of two correlations ba-sed upon the same population4 was made to determine if the differences were statistically significant.

This test indicated a t score of 2.168 on the pre test

correlations, at score of 1.132 for the post test correlations and at
score of 0.085 for the change score correlations.

The only significant

difference between correlations was at the pre test level, p< .05.
upon

Based

these findings, the null hypothesis stating that the academic self-

concept - locus of control correlation would not be significantly h1gher
I

than the total self-concept - locus of control correlation was accepted.
~umn~~!J'-

This chapter has presented data on three measures of self-perceptioQ
analyzed in two general areas:
1.

Analysis of variance design with three independent variables:
a) instructional method
b) sex of the subject
c) racial background

2. A Pearson product-moment correlation for comparison purposes.

4Helen M. Walker and Joseph Lev, Statistical Inference
Holt, Rinehart, and ~~inston, Inc., 1953)";--p--:--257~-- ----

(New York:
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In analyzing the

data~

the re-searcher, with the aid of an Interna-·

tional Business Machines computer, first considered the
var'ian.ce design.

!tte1y.

a~aly~is

of

I,

Each dependent variable ~t/as tn~ated and analyzed sepo.r-

Of the three

indepe~ndent

·varia'bles and the interaction-:; bet\'/eHn

tlH1m, nonepr·oved to be st:at·ist·icoTly significant.

Nom1 of the nun

hypotheses relative to the phenom£'nologica'l data cou1d b(,: re.]ect·Qd .
wer~

Inasmuch as none of the differences fbund

stati$titally signi-

fjcant there was no further purpose in analyzing the means of the

indepenc.lent var:·iable.

lh€,se data 1..,ere prc-!S(·mLed,

ho\IJeVel'~

·in t.:1ble form

for :i nfonna ti ana'! purposes.
0

A Pea~son r correlational matrix was also made to test the

tion'r~crf thf~_thrr.e

:nstruments used in

mt~~~;uring

correla~

the self·-perceplions of

the,~ubjects.

l\ positive corre·!atlon at the .Ol level vms ftHlnd bNween.

seH~·concept

and 'locus of control and a vot·r'elation significant at the .05

level

\'Jas

found betv.Jeen <.,cademic self-·concept and locus o·f contr'o1.

L_ __
i

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONSj AND CONCLUSIONS
The current research study was concerned with exploring the effects
two commonly used instructional methods might have 00 the self-perception
of students a.nd exploring the

l~elationship

that might exist bet\'leen three

instruments designed to measure phenomenological data. ·These instruments
were:

( l) the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, (2) the Crandall,

Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire~

and (3) an Academic Self-Concept Inventory which consisted of tvw

subsc~les

I,

of the Coopersmith Inventory.

I

'

In relation to the phenomenological aspects of this study, the
data for each of the three instruments were collected and considered in
three general areas:
the sex of the
A three

w~y,

(l) the effects of the instructional method, (2)

subjects~

and (3) the racial background of

t~e

subjects.

.,
!

factorial, analysis of variance research design was used to

test the statistical validity of the seven hypotheses related to each set
of phenomenological data.
A correlational matdx processed by an electronic computer was
used to test the

signific~nce

suring instruments.

of the relationship between the three mea-

The research design was organized and conducted

according to the detailed procedure outlined in Chapter III.
The results, deta·iled in Chapter IV, indicated that the two methods
nof insttuction commonly used in public scnool classrooms uTanot----signiT1-

cantly effect the self perception of the students studied.

A second facet
;
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of the study found that a ~:trong correlations P"'~.. o·l, e~xistsbet\¥eer. totu1
self-concept and locus of control and that a lesser but significant degree,
p< .05? of COl'relation exist's between

a~~ademic

self""concept and locus of

control,
I.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE INVESTIGATION

The 'f'ol"iovling conch1sions were dr·awn a.s a result of the study.
They are outl:ined under two subhe0.dings;

(1) those! drrnl/n fr·om the analy-

sis of var-iance research find (2) tho-se based upon the ana·lysis of the
Pe.arson produc t···moment correh.ti ons.

In thi ;~ i nvt:.s t·i ga ti on~ the researcher drew !ri s cone ·1 us ions from

da tr.t qa tirel'2d .3nd E:x.ami ned

variance

r~search

design.

th~·ough

a

thref~

H1;2

w0.y, Tactori a 1 ~ ana "!,ys is of

This design allowed three independent variables

to be considered simultaneously in relation to the dependent variablfr.

With the

sin~ltaneous

operation and interaction of the independent

v~ri-

a.bles be,ing considered, variances within the var·iab·le or between va,r-ia.bies

were observed and calculated to be signific3nt or nonsignificant.
This study considered three dependent variab'les.

perception scores designated as:

They \'.'ete serf-

(1) total self-concept, (2) academic

self-concept, and (3) locus of conttol.

The independent variabies of

·insb'uc.tional method, sex, e.nd racial background of the subject

sidered in ·relation to each of the dependent
f-----

~vere

con·-

v~riables.

None of the F rat·ios from the analysis of vadance for any of the
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dependent

level.

vatiables proved to be statistically significant at the p<=-.05

No support could be found for the effects of the independent

variables on the dependent variables.

None of the null hypotheses in re-

lation to the effects of instructional methodology upon self perception
could be rejected.
Based u~on

the findings of the present study, the researcher

could only conclude that neither the traditional-didactic nor the experimental--discovery method of

instl~uction, ~

se_, was a significant factor

in changing the self perception of students in the intermediate grades

regardless of sex or race.

A con'Giational matrix was computed on the International Business

Machine computer providing Pearson product-moment correlations between
'

the pre, post, and change scores for each of the three dependent
variables:
control.

(1) self-concept, (2) academic self-concept, and (3) locus of

From the results of these correlations, the investigator 0as

able to conclude that there was a significant correlation between the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory which was used to measure both total and
academic self-concepts and the Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire which was used to measure
locus of control.

II.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS·

The right of each individual to reach his highest fulfillment,

l--
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according to Bledsoe and Garrison,l is a value that challenges the efforts
of all those concerned with our educational system.

Certainly this tenet

should be basic to the orientation of all classroom teachers.
Considerable evidence was presented in Chapter II of this study to
substantiate Brookover•s2 conclusion that role expectation and self~9n_c§pts ~r~ s~gnifi~ant

factors in influencing the student 1 s academic

performance; that the student's self-concept of ability can be modified by
significant others which in turn affects the achievement of the student .
••

>

•

The current study indicated that over a short period of time
instructional methods commonly used by good teachers in public school
classrooms did not significantly effect the self-concepts of students.
Recent trends in teacher education have stressed the desirability of using
the experimental-discovery method as a superior means of teaching students.

The hypotheses of this study were based upon the general premise

that teachers using the experimental-discovery method of instruction would
do more to enhance the self-perception of students than would teachers
using a traditional-didactic approach.
method~

This study has demonstrated that

se_ is not particularly significant in self-concept development.

The implications are that teachers cannot simply adopt the

11

neW 11 experi-

mental-discovery method of instruction and be passive 11 Significant others!!

lBledsoe and Garrison, QQ_. cit., p. 167.
2wi-l bur Brookover and others, ~roving Acad~mi ~ AchJ evemen_!_
Through _?tudents 1 Self-Conc~t f_~ncement: El!l~l. ~Qort, U. S. Office
of Education Project No. 1636 (East Cansing~M1chigan: Bureau orf:c:luir-:.." - _ - ; - - - - - - - - - tional Research Services, College of Education, Michigan State University,
October, 1965), p. 212.
·
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in the l·ives of students.

Rather, they must put forth a concerted effort

beyond their ·instructional method to become actively involved as

11

Signifi-

,.

---

'

cant others 11 H they truly hope to modify in a positive manner the expectations and self-concepts of students.
In view of the research findings that self-concept is an ubiquitous
factor in learning situations, it would appear that attention should be
directed toward this end as a part of teacher education.

Prospective

teachers in their course work and practicing teachers through in-service
education should be made aware of the importance of the child•s perception
of the total learning situation if indeed the child is to learn and they
are to be successful in helping each child attain his highest fulfillment.
The educational implications assoc)ated with the findings of a very

high degree of correlation between locus of control and self-concept
w6uld be that effort should be made to help each child develop a personal
or internal sense of responsibility for both his successes and failures.
This might well be done at all ages and stages of the student•s development as an addendum to the regular curriculum.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The researcher believes that this investigation has demonstrated

the need for further study 1i n the area of methods beyond the tradit·i ona 1didactic and the experimental-discovery for means of instruct-ion which
will enhance the self-concepts of students.
e l1 na1 ng s

The researcher believes that

of tn iSl nv es t1 ga nOflna v e es tabl1sn ea-nre....,f act~tnat'r""no"'r""e----------

than either traditional-didactic or

e~perimental-discovery

methods are

needed if significant strides are to be made in improving the selfconcepts of students.

Hence, the fol1owing specific suggestions are

deemed by the investigator as being vital to further study in this
·area:
1.

Research might be done in a manner similar to the present study

_w_ith_ the e;.:ception that the experimental group teachers would be briefed
~elative

to the importance of building self-concepts in addition to the

regular instruction of their students.
2.

Further research is needed in order to devise better instru-

ments to measure teacher behavior more precisely, particularly as it relates to self-concept development in their students.
3.
year or

Longitudinal research covering a minimum of one full school

longer~

be conducted in a manner similar to the present investiga-

tion, to assess more adequately the effects of teacher influence on the
students .
. 4.

Individual classrooms should be studied in order to determine

what kinds of teachers tend to promote the growth of self-concept.

Ob-

jective or subjective criteria need to be established to delineate
specific behaviors of these teachers.
5.

Research is needed to determine what kinds of instruction or

activities might be included in teacher educatiori to emphasize the importance of their being sensitive to the perceptual frame of reference of
their students.
6.

Research is needed to determine in what ways the perceptions of

children are influenced; to discover what kinds of behaviors teachers can
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employ to help build more positive self perceptions.
7.

Instruments or techniques should bb devised to make it possible

to obtain and to assess phenomenologica·l data of chi1dr·en at kindergarten
and primar·y gtade levels.

Research might then be done at these levels

when self perception is pethaps at a more malleable stage.

IV.

SUMMARY

The current study has answered certain questions relative to the
effects of specific instructional methods on the self perceptions of
selected intermediate grade students.

It has demonstrated that teachers

must do more than use either traditional-didactic or exp~rimentaldi scovery l:iethods of i nstruct·i on if they hope to enhance the self-concepts
of their students.
It is hoped that this information will to some degree influence
those involved in teacher education to be cognizant of the role of self
perception in teaching and learning situations.

Hopefully~ appropriate

attention will be given to this aspect of learning in teacher education.
Additionally, this investigation has revealed a high degree of
correlation between locus of control and self-concept.

This tends to

imply that effort .might well be expended in developing an attitude of
internal or self responsibility for success or failure within students.
As is the case in many explora~ory studies, more questions have
been raised than answered by the present investigation.

Considerable

·effort is needed to identify those behaviors which tend
concept developn1ent, to determine means of instilling these behaviors in

:-:
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teachers, and ultimately putting them into practice in contemporary
classrooms.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER TO PRINCIPALS

Stockton, Ca. 95207
September 3, 1969
Dear
As an integra 1 part of my doctora 1 study being conducted in one or tv10
classrooms in your school, it is necessary that the instruct·ional method
and the long range educational goals or objectives of the participating
teachers be categorized.
Garth Sorenson, Assoc. Dean, U.C.L.A. School of Education has suggested
these two basic types of method and described them as follows:
Traditional-Uidactic: The teacher tells the students what the
truth is; presents to the student the content which is to be
learned.
Exper-imental--Discovery: The teacher leads the youngsters to
explore, analyze, and examine in order to arrive at the concepts
and generalizations that constitute the discipline being taught.
Without .any connotation of either method being good or bad, I would appreciate your judgement as to the major means of instruction used in the
subject teachers• classrooms.
I would also appreciate your professional judgement relative to the educational objectives or philosophical objectives these same teachers might
hold. Sorenson has suggested these three general categories:
Content Oriented Expectations: The. goal of education would imply
that knowing subject matter is an end in itself.
Student Otiented Expectations: The teacher never regards the
subject as an end in itself but only as a means or a vehicle to
the end of developing the student as an individual.
Social Norms Oriented Expectations: The teacher is concerned
primarily with development of responsible citizenships. To
them schools serve primarily u.s transmitters of culture and it~
'
th.
Given these five definitions would you please indicate your considered
response b,y placing 2 check marks on the enclosed card; one mark for

'===
i
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method and the other for your estimation of the philosoph1cal orientation
of the teacher. Ag~in there is no attempt at judgement of good or bad,
I am simply trying to.find which method works best for specific groups
of children. Your resonses will be kept anonymous as will other parts
of the study.
Please return the cards to me i~ the enclosed envelope at your earliest
convenience. If you have any further questions relative to the study
please do not hesitate in calling me. I can be reached at 464-4841 extension 256 or 313 (U.O.P. School of Education) or at homes 477-8822.

Sincerely yours,

George Boyko
GB:de

Teacher•s Name

____ ____

Traditional-Didactic
Experimental-Discovery - - - - -

i

I
;,

II

Content - - - - ·
Student ----Social Norms - - -

k-----~-·--··--.---~-----~--------~··-.-~..-·-·-----·- -~--

.... -·· ···---····-- ·---··· ....

t------------"'S"'"a,_,_,_m.p 1e of card used for ca tegori zing teachers.
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APPENDIX B
A Curriculum Study for Teacher Traintng Programs

· GeJ_le~~l ...~J.!~~~~~:!_cms_:

I would like tn know what you be.lieve students; :'ihou'ld

learn in teacher training programs.
··,.·.n"o·o'
_.,! "'\,;.·l·r··,- u'· (=.•.r'-t-=-•
~
v v·· ~,-u-·r'" - u· .c,

;---------

oJ

1:

nu"•.rJ--·1 ,l o::
.,.~
1

(,,~
P ;;~v'~l-.-- __.1,.

This questionnaire consists of
,_
1

~

1

,._,~.,"'

·~···" 1 l.JJ.IJIW'-'''"'tvv.J
'"'' .,,,.. {·; "ot: f P ;, ~~'·r TT I ·

.,
'
., + .;
OIIUt,;uu\
... ~l..IVtiUI
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I am asking that you indicate which of these problem behaviors and object·ives should be given h·ighest priority in teacher educcltion.

I de not want the first-impression kind of response that is. frequently
asked for· ·]n psychological tests~ but your considered ,judgemc~nt.

Obv·lollS··

there are not right or wrong answers.

~~

ly~

•

The following definition and assumptions might be helpful to you as you
respond to the items in this questionnaire.
Defi---·rd ti on:
---

··~---·- -.---~·-·

5:l\:~~L·tj_O.D3~1__Qt2j_~~.!iv~_:

in which

individu~ls

thQ intended behavior of student--the v1ays

are to act9 think, or feel as a result of

p'.l.rticipating in some unit of instruction ..
A~i~!!J!.tt~_?_:

In consttuct·ing the que:;tionnaire the following assurnptions
wer~

made:

1. The public schools are not and should not be the only educational
·agency . Ther·e are the family, the church, and soc-ial agencies
such as the 13.oy Scouts and the YHCIL

2.

Any teacher 1s limited in what he can accomplish, by the time and
resources available to him, by the interests and abilities of his
students, and by the nature of his O\'ln experience,

3.

Becaus,e communit·ies

and student populations differ, and

people differ in vlhat they expect of

tH:!Chers~

b(~CausE~

a"!l teachets
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should not necessarily possess identical skills. (For example,
teachers in communities characterized by a highly transient
population consisting of mixed racial and lower socio~economic
groups face a different set of problems than do teachers in
an upper middle classs suburban neighborhood.)
·
4.

Because of limitations in time~ facilities, etc., a student
teacher can be expected to learn only a small part of what he
will need to know in order to become an effective teacher.
Most of his teaching skills will have to be learned on the job.

Part I.

Each of the following items consists of three problem behaviors

of pupils.

-·

------

Please mark the answer sheet to show which problem in each

item should be given highest prior"ity in teacher training and wh·ich should
be g·iven lovJest ptiority.

Assume that in each item each of the alterna-

tives refers to a different pupil.
With some of the problems you will undoubtedly feel the student teacher
must learn to cope himself.

Some other problems you will perhaps feel he

should be aware of but should refer to someone other than a classroom
teacher.

If in any item you find a problem which you feel should be

re~

·

ferred to someone other than a classroom teacher, mark it lowest priority.
1.

2.

a.

does not remember dates, events, persons, places,
sources of information, or·other important information
presented in class.

b.

is bright but wants to drop out of school; doesn•t see how
remaining longer will help him.

c.

is frequently impudent and.discourteous to teachers and to
other,adults; is ignorant of the common rules of etiquette.

a.

has habit of withdrawing from problem situations; instead ofcoping, gives up easily, or weeps, or copies; forgets to
bring things to school, doesn•t let parents know when he is
doing poorly and needs help.

'

~----
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b.

is irresponsible, thinks only of himself, never sees what
needs to be done at home, in classroom, or on playground.
e.g., litters, doesn't keep track of his own or others'
belongings, doesn't return what he borrows.

c.

cannot resrond correctly when called on to answer questions
in class.

cannot wdrk cooperatively with classmates--either he insists on dominating the group activities or withdraws
-· -·-----completely; frequently d·isrupts playground activities
because he starts loud and noisy arguments by refusing to
play·by the rules.
3.

4.

a.

b.

his contributions to class discussion are nil, off the
point, or foolish.

c.

is unable to receive affection, wary, untrusting; regards
teachers and adults as enemies, behaves accordingly.

a.

bullies persons smaller and weaker than himself.

b.

is unable to consider alternative courses of action when ·
he encounters blocks--when he is in a bind, he stubbornli
sticks to the same course, can't admit that he is in
difficulty in time to take remedial act·ion.

·c.

5.

6.

lacks knowledge of the methods of inquiry, techniques, and
procedures employed in a particular subject field.

a.

is quick to learn but his attention lags; seems preoccupied
with worries.

b.

reads two years be 1ow grade 1eve 1 .

c.

is frequently in conflict with authority; fails to comply
with school regulations on haircuts, smoking, etc.

a.

can't define the important terms in the subject being taught.

b.

is unable to stand up for his rights, always being taken
advantabe of; people borrow and don't return his belongings;
is made the 11 patsy 11 ; classmates play tricks on him.

c.

uses offensive language, slang, profanity, and obscenities,

t-----------~-*e-i-a-l-l-y--e-n--'!Jle-~~-a.y~wetJHG--a-nG-i-R--ta-1-k.:i-ng-W-i-tb-bJs--Clas,-'-"'--

mates. - -

7.

a.

(:_

_______

has few inner resources--is unable to amuse himself, is easily
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bored, doesn't know what to do next, has no interests or
hobbies.

I- - -

b.. the student "sub-culture" belittles intellectual endeavors
and achievements; serious students are scoffed at, called
"greasy grinds," etc.
c.
· 8.

9.

10.

11.

has a very limited vocabulary as indicated by achievement
tests.

)_

-

a.

shows signs of snobbishness and bigotry; is unfriendly toward
classmates whose rellg1ous, economic, or raciai-baci<gr·numi-r-s------different from his own.

b.

reads at the 12th grade level although in the 9th grade,
but hasn't learned basic arithmetic.

c.

appears starved for approval, and will not attempt the easiest
task without individual assistance.

a.

gets ·into frequent fist fights; at home his parents tell him.
"knock the block off" anyone who interferes with him.

b.

is everly impulsive, fails to consider in advance the consequences of his behavior, e.~., goes to a social event ~vhen
should be studying for an exanrination, hurts peop'le's feelings
because he speaks too quickly~ etc.

c.

doesn~t

a.

feels left out of his peer group; doesn't know how to make
friends.

b.

does poorly on weekly and other class examinations.

c.

is overly dependent on peers; will follow along with any suggestion, even a dangerous one, in order to be a part of the gang;
is unable to verbalize any ~thical principle except in terms of
what someone else expects, i.e., either adults or classmates.

a.

does not know correct form and·usage in speech and writing.

know specific facts which have been taught; e.g., conditions of growth of mi.cro-organi sms, the function of Congress,
etc.

b.

is ineffective in his interpersonal relationships because he is
unable to inform others as to how he sees events and how he
1---------c-------~fee+s-abeut-them-.--.- c.

there is a high incidence of illegitimate pregnancies among -

~----

--
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girls in the student body; girl5 say only the daring and
compliant are popular.
12.

a.

is deeply troubled about her shyness and her inabil"ity to
communicate w'ith classmates and teachers.

b.

doesn •t know how to use the l·l brary to find reference
material.

c.

is careless about personal a.ppearance and not very clean;
wears hi~ hair long and oily, and his pants too low on his
.lpS.

Part II.

Each item in this section consists of three alternative educa-

tional objectives, stated in terms of what the pupils learn· and stressing
immediate rathe~ than long..:.range goals.
sheet which one of the three

objectiv~s

Please ind·icate on the answer
in each item student teachers

should. give highest priority and which one they should give lowest
ity.

prior·~

Mark 11 lowes.t priority 11 those objectives of VJhich you feel the

t~acher

should be aware but should be accomplished by someone other than a

classroom teacher.

If

you have difficulty making a choice, you may v1ant

to review the assumptions and defi n·i ti on given on the f·i rs t page.
Each student will learn to:
1.

2.

a.

read good books~ listen to good music, and visit galleries
and art museums.

b.

find school interesting; plan to continue as far as his
scholastic abilities will permit.

c.

be careful with his own belongings and the property of others;
help to keep schoolroom and playground clean; pitch in where
needed.

a.

tackle roblerns on his own; atte.mpt to learn complex tasks

.~-------------------------
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and difficult skills, but ask for help when needed.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

feelings~

b.

be courteous and considerate of others' views and
in his relations with adults and other students.

c.

read at his grade level or higher.

a.

work cooperatively with othets on projects; contribute to
rather than obstruct group effo~ts.

b.

when called on to

c.

be both persistent and inventive in problem situations; try
again with new alternatives when he gets stuck.

a.

use skills which he can describe in order to move a group
of which he is a member toward its goal.

b.

look out for his own interests without being unduly offensive or precipitating unnecessary conflict.

c.

describe the methods by which the knowledge in a particular
field is achieved.

a.

init~late and engage in a variety of projects himselfs not because someone has told him these were good things to do, but
because he finds them satisfying;, rarely complains of boredom.

b.

use ~orrectly the basic concepts and information of his
school subjects.

c.

respect and protect people who are younger, weaker, and less
able than himself.

a.

achieve in all subjects at a level consistent with his performance on in-telligence tests.

b.

plan and work indepenaenfly with a minimum of adult .direction.

c.

be able to verbalize a set of ethical assumptions which he
uses as a guide to his own behavior.

a.

establish and maintain personally satisfyinq.relat·ionships
with adults as well as classmates.

'

recite~

perform confidently and well.

b. respect and obey the regulations of the school and the laws
___________o,_t_the_commun_Lty_.

c.

volunteer frequently in class discussion and make comments
that are to the point.

L
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8.

a.

stand up for himself and what he believes in the face of
pressures from friends and classmates, using persuasion
·
rather than violence.

L_ _ _

n

t-

b. write and speak correctly and effectively.
c.

make realistic decisions in his educational planning, taking
into account the way that his abilities compare with those of
other students.

9. a. work and play with classmates of different racial and
ll------------------r"'el-ig1 ou s backgrounds .

l 0.

11.

12.

b.

show an appropriate emotional reaction to events which nor-mally produce worry and conflict, but able to get his school
work done and enjoy social contacts most of the time.

c.

show on examination that he has learned the specific facts
which have been taught.

a.

be ab 1e to 11 Wa it 11 or work for 1ong-term goa 1s; schedule his
time so that he gets in both work and play; stick reasonably
close to his schedule.

b.

use an extensive vocabulary in relation to his grade leve·J,
and use it correctly.

c.

refrain from using slang or cliches in everyday language;
express intensity of feeling without use of profanity or
vulgarisms.

a.

turn in highly legible handwritten assignments.

b.

communicate his views and feelings so as to inform others of
where he stands and avoid misunderstandings.

c.

discuss with other studen_ts and with reachers probletns of
ethics and morality, e.g., such topics a~ relations between
sexes, considering the consequences of promiscuity on the
individual •s reputation and his prospects for marriage.

a.

feel a reasonable degree of self approval; not worry about
every assignment, or get upset about exams, or apologize too
profusely for his errors.

b.

use library frequently and efficiently to secure information.
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c.

be clean, well-groomed, and comply with school regulations on
matters of dress, e.g., skirt length, haircuts, etc.

~
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APPENDIX C
SELF-ESTEH1 INVENTORY (SEI)
Name

Date_ ___,__

School

Birthdate ------------~Age ______ Grade- - - - - Boy or Girl (Circle)
Please mark each statement in the following way:

If-tlrc.----rtateiiie-nt---des-cri-bes-hDw-yDtl-tl:>tlu-1-i-y-fee~-,-i3·t;l-t-a-e-f1-eG-k-(-~L)----"i-li-t-l~e~----

col urnn "LIKE ME."
If the statement does not describe how you usually feel, put a check
in the column 11 UNLIKE ME. 11

1.

I spend a lot of time daydreaming.

2.

I'm pretty sure of myself.

3.

I often wish I were someone else.

_ __

(v)

!

·----------,------·--*---------r

,.
!'

r---1

4.

I'm easy to like.

5.

My pnrents and I have a lot of fun together·---~-----·-----·--·

7.

I wish I were younger.

8.

There are lots of things about myself I'd change if
I could.

I
I

___

.....
I

-.-----------------------------~--

9.

I can make up my mind without too much trouble. ________

10.

I'm a lot of fun to be with. - - - - -

11.

I get upset eas i1y at home.

12.

I'm proud of my school work. _ _ _ __

13.

Someone a·lways has to tell me what to do.

14.

It takes me a long time to get

15.

I'm often sorry for the things I do.

16.

I'm popular w"ith kids my own age.

us~d

to anything new.
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LIKE ME

i

17.

My pare1its usually consider my feelings·-----+----i:---

18.

I•m doing the best work I can.

'19.

I

!

----;
I

I
I give in very easily. _______~·-----+----....._._:------+I

20.

I can usually take care of myself.

21.

I •m retty happy.

22.

I would rather play with children younger than me. _.....'

23.
24.

My parents expect too much of me. - - - - I like to be called on in class.
---------:-----~----

25.

I understand myself.

26.

It s pretty tough to be me.·--·~--------·-------_;...._-

27.

Things are all mixed up in my

28.

Kids usually follow my ideas. _ _ _ _ __

29.

No one pays much attention to me at home. _______________.

30.

I 1 m not doing as well in school as I 1 d like·to. _______-:--____,.-

3·1.

I can make up my mind and stick to it. ____________

32.

I really don•t like being a boy- girl. ________________

33.

I have a low opinion of myself·-----------·

34.

I don•t like to be with other peop·le. ________

35.

There are many times when I •d like to leave home._.:_.__ __

36.

I often feel upset in school. _____

37.

I often fees ashamed of myself. - - - - - - - -

38.

I•m not as nice looking as most people.

------------~------

__

---------------------------------

1

life._--'-----~

•------39-.--I-f-I-have~semeth-ing-to~sa.y.,-Lus ua

· - - - -------

.y_say_~Lf_.,====r~-·--- ·------'
'

40.

Kids pick on me very often.

i
j.

!=·~---=·=-=---
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r·-----··-----

41.

My parents understand me.

~-----------------

'I

I.,

I

.

;-

i

42.

My teacher makes me fee 1 I'm not good enough ·------1-i- ·

43.

I don't care what happens to me.

---·

44.

I'm a failure. - - - - - 45. I get upset easily when I'm scolded. - - - ·
-:--rvlos t peop 1e are bett-er-1-;-K-e-D---tira-n-I---alli~.====~=====~=======::-~~- -~~
47.

I usually feel as if my parents are pushing me. _ __;______-'-----·

48.

I often get discouraged ih school.

49.

Things usually don't bother me. - - -

50.

I can't be depended on·--------------'---,----··-------

----------------------

APPENDIX D
ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT INVENTORY
The 16 items dealing with

school~

peer, and academic situations

constitute the data for determining the ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT INVENTORY.
Spec Hi ca 1ly they are items number:
4

22

40

6

24

42

10

28

46

12

30

48

16

34

18

36

APPENDIX E
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APPENDIX E
The IAR Questionnaire
Name" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bi rthda te _ _ _ _"___

Date

School ---------------

Age______Grade____Boy or Girl (Circle)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: This questionnaire describes a number of common
ences mast ot you have in your dai1y41-ve~lh_e_s_e-sta-tHn-e-n"ts----a·re'-------presented one at a time~ and follmving each are two possible answers. Read
the description of the experience carefully and then look ~t the two answers. Choose the one that most often describes what happens to you. Put a
circle around the 11 A11 or the 11 811 in front of that answer. Be sure to
answer each question according to hou you really feel.

11-------~e~x=p~e=r;

o"

If at any time, you are uncertain about the meaning of a question~
raise your hand and one of the persons who passed out the questionnaires
will come and explain it to you.
1.

"2.

If a teacher passes you to the next grade, would it probably be
A. because she liked you~ or
B. because of the work you did?
When you do well on a test at school, is it more likely to be
A. because you studied for it~ or
B. because the test was especially easy?

3.

When you have trouble understanding something in school~ is it usually
A. because the teacher didn•t explain it clearly~ or
B. becaus~ you didn•t listen carefully?

4.

When you read a story and can •t remember much of it, is it usually
A. because the story wasn•t well written, or
B. because you weren•t interested in the story.

5.

Suppose your parents say you are doing well in school.
to happen
A. because your school work is good, or
B. because they are in a good mood?

6.

Suppose you did better than usual in a subject at school.
probably happen
A. because you tried harder, or

7.

When you lose at a game of cards or checkers, does it usually happen
A. because the other player is good at the game, or
B. because you don•t p.1ay well?

Is this likely

Would it
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8.

Suppose a person doesn•t think you are very bright or clever
A. can you make him change his mind if you try to, or
B. are there some people who will think you•re not very bright
no matter what you do?

9.

If you solve a puzzle quickly, is it
A. because it 0asn•t a very hard puzzles or
B. because you worked on it carefully?

10.

If a boy or girl tells youthat you are
,
they say that

dumb~

is it more likely that

:------------A-.-·bec-a-tls-e---they----a-re-mad-a-t-ye;·tl-,e~r-----~-----------·---

B.

because what you did really wasn•t very bright?

11.

Suppose you study to become a teacher, scientist, or doctor and you
fail. Do you think this would happen
A. because you didn•t work hard enough, or
B. because you needed some help, and other people didn•t give it
to you?

12.

When you learn something quickly in school, is it usually
A. because you paid close attention1 or
B. because the teacher explained it clearly?

13,

If a teacher says to you, 11 Your work is fine:• is n
A. something teachers usually say to encourage pupils, or
B. because you did a good job?

14.

When you find. it hard to work arithmetic or math problems at school,
is it
A. because you· didn•t study well enough before you tried them~ or
B. because the teacher gave problems that were too hard?

15.

When you forget something you heard in class, is it
A. because the teacher didn•t explain it very well, or
B. because you didn•t try very hard to remember?

16.

Suppose you weren •t sure about the answer to a question your teacher
asked you, but your answer turned out to be right. Is it likely to
happen
·
A. because she wasn•t as particular as usual, or
B. because you gave the best answer you could think of?

17.

~Jhen

A.
B.

you read a story and remember most of it, is it usually
because you were interested in the story, or
because the story was well written?
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18.

If your parents tell you you•re acting silly and not thinking clearly,
is it more likely to be
A. because of something you did, or
B., because they happen to feel cranky?

19.

When you don•t do well on a test at school, is it
A. because the test was especially hard~ or
B. because you didn•t study for it?

20.

When you win at a game of cards or checkers, does it happen
A. because you play real well, or
B. because the other person doesn It p1ay wen?

21.

If people think you•re bright or clever, is it
A. because they happen to l"ike you, or
B. b~cause you usually act that way?

22.

If a teacher didn•t pass you to the next grade, would it probably be
A. because she 11 had it in for you, .. or
B.. because your school work wasn•t good enough?

23.

Supppse you don•t do as well as usual in a subject at school. Would
this probably happen
A. because you weren•t as careful as usual, or
B. because somebody bothered you and kept you from working?

24.

If a boy or girl tells you that you are bright, ·is it usually
A. because you thoughtup a good idea, or
B.. because they like you?

25.

Suppose you became a famous teacher, scientist, or doctor. Do you
think this would happen
A~
because other people helped you when you needed it, or
B. because you worked very hard?

26.

Suppose your parents say you aren•t doing well in your school work.
Is this likely to happen more
A. because your work isn•t very good, or
B. because they are feeling cranky?

27.

Suppose you are showing a friend how to play a game and he has trouble
with it~ Would that happen
A. because he wasn•t able to understand how to play, or
B. because you couldn•t explain it well?

to work arithmetic or math roblem~ at school,
•--------is---i-t-u ~ma-1-l-y
A. because the teacher gave you especially easy problems, or
B. because you studied your book well before you tried them?
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29.

When you remember something you heard in class, is it usually
A. because you tried hard to remember, or .
B. because the teacher explained it well?

30.

If you can •t work a puzzle, is it more likely to happen

A. because you are not especially good at working puzzles, or
B.

31.

because the instructions weren't written clearly enough?

If your
likely

par~nts

tell you that you are bright or clever, is it more

A. because they are feeling good, or

-beca us--e-o-f-----s-mrre-t-h-1--n-g-yuu-_:_di-d-?----------------------'----

-11----------•s•.

32.

Suppose you are explaining how to play a game to a friend and he
learns quickly. Would that happen more often
A. because you explained it well, or
B. because he was able to understand it?

33.

Suppose you're not sure about the answer to a question your teacher
asks you and the answer you give turns out to be wrong. Is it likely
to happen
A. because she was more particular than usual, or
B. because you answered too quickly?

34.

i===-======

If a teachel"' says to you, 11 Try to do better, 11 would it be
A. because this is something she.might say to get pupils to try
harder, or
B. because your work wasn't as good as usual?

i-----~-----------------------------------------]

-----
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